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Our journal is continuing with the practice of
publishing English issues regularly, at pre-
sent twice a year, in July and in January.

As before, most part of the present issue contains Eng-
lish versions of reviewed research papers, selected from
the preceeding five Hungarian issues. We included also
one research paper from open call. The editors would
like to encourage prospective authors to submit their
results specifically for the English issues. 

Being a selection, the papers’ topics span a wide
range of issues of current interest: content protection
techniques, speech technology, testing methodology,
pervasive communications, aspect oriented program-
ming and Fuzzy-based network supervision methods.

Eberhart et al deal with copyright protection through
software watermarking and obfuscation. They propose
a scheme which combines obfuscating and software-
watermarking techniques in order to provide a solution
to overcome the problems concerning software copy pro-
tection.

Gál et al analyze the properties of multimedia appli-
cations (video, streaming, IP phone) operated over IEEE
802.11b/g/a WiFi systems thus helping to choose among
802.11b or 802.11g and/or 802.11a systems.

Precise formant tracking has been a challenge for
researchers in speech processing for long. It is an effi-
cient tool for analyzing and altering the spectral con-
tent of speech, furthermore it provides an opportunity
to modify timbre and voice quality. Böhm and Németh
present a method to track and modify formants in speech
signals. The method proposed by the authors is based
on the linear prediction model.

In order to analyse the fine structure of speech sig-
nals, methods for determining nonlinear and non-sta-
tionary characteristics of speech are necessary. Pintér
in his paper presents the Teager-operator and the Hilbert-
Huang Transform (HHT) as speech processing meth-
ods suitable for the estimation of instantaneous ampli-
tude and instantaneous frequency.

Szabó and Csöndes deal with TTCN-3 (Testing and
Test Control Notation), a language which was stan-
dardized by ETSI. The paper presents the TTCN-3 test
execution environment of Ericsson called TITAN. As a
result of the authors’ development, TTCN-3 and TITAN
became a widely used test solution within Ericsson and
it became also possible to contribute to the TTCN-3
standardization work within ETSI.

The design of energy efficient routing protocols for
wireless sensor networks is a challenging task, which has
been in the focus of the sensor network research com-
munity in the recent past. This effort resulted in a huge
number of sensor network routing protocols. Ács and
Buttyán in their paper, propose a taxonomy of sensor
network routing protocols, and classify the mainstream
protocols proposed in the literature using this taxonomy. 

Benkô et al summarize the main objectives of and
innovations in CASCADAS, one of the four 6th Frame-
work IST-FET projects, that aim at providing both theo-
retical and practical background for a new generation
of complex, distributed, pervasive services. 

In mobile telecommunication networks the transmis-
sion level is affected by objects located between trans-
mitter and receiver stations in the so-called Fresnel-zone.
Kóczy and Botzheim propose the use of intelligent de-
cision making subsystems which can decide from the
degree of attenuation and from its time dependent be-
haviour what the reason of the attenuation could be.
The paper demonstrates the intelligent module of a
network supervision system based on fuzzy logics.

The transformation of existing software to a fault to-
lerant one typically requires redesign and heavy mo-
difications in the original source code. Fajta et al ana-
lyze how to use aspect-oriented programming (AOP),
an emerging programming paradigm for this purpose.

László Zombory, Csaba A. Szabó,
President of Editor-in-Chief
the Editorial Board
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1. Introduction

According to the statistics of the Business Software
Alliance (BSA), the global financial losses due to soft-
ware piracy were about 30 billion USD in 2004 [3].
Nearly half of the used software is illegal in the Euro-
pean Union. Technical and legal actions could not change
substantially this situation. It is a common belief that
there is not much to be done against the piracy of soft-
ware in the PC world. However in the world of mobile
phones, where the integrity of the operating system
can be trusted, the emerging market of mobile software
products has still the opportunity to evolve in such way
that the losses due to illegal software distribution could
be avoided, or at least moderated.

In our belief the availability of a strong copy protec-
tion scheme is the most important prerequisite for fur-
ther expansion of the mobile phone software market.
This is why our research targeted embedded systems
used in mobile phones. This way slightly different as-
sumptions can be made than on usually discussed PCs.

A trusted OS is an essential ground for achieving a
strong copy protection, since it is obvious that any soft-
ware-based protection can be circumvented if the OS
can be tampered. Solutions, when developers do not rely
on the OS at all, are also possible. However, with these
schemes are based on security by obscurity: they simply
hide the parts of the code that checks the integrity and
validity of the software, assuming that the time needed
to reveal and remove this checking is long enough not
to remarkably affect the revenues. Although the time
needed for reverse-engineering and circumventing the
protection of the software can be lengthened with this
approach, experience proved that sooner or later all
protections based on security by obscurity are cracked.

As opposed to this we propose a scheme, which
merges public key infrastructure (PKI) with obfuscation
and software watermarking techniques, assuming a trus-
ted and tamperproof OS resulting in a protection sup-
porting freely distributable, but also copy protected
software.

2. Theoretical background

Two main categories of software copy protection me-
chanisms exist: the autonomous systems and those,
which use external collaboration [10].

The protections of autonomous systems are inte-
grated into the software itself, so the security depends
only on the used software techniques. These techni-
ques include integrity protection, software obfuscation,
checksumming, encryption, preventing the running in
debug mode and other methods making the task of the
cracker harder [8]. 

The most common solutions are based on the pro-
gram checking itself. As these checks are part of the
program, one can reveal them by reverse engineering
and can bypass the protection by modifying the code
[10]. These techniques are neither theoretically nor – ba-
sed on our experience – practically secure enough [2].

The other category of protection mechanisms use
external collaboration; more specifically the program
uses a tamperproof processor, an operating system or
other secure hardware or software solutions. This sup-
port can be either on-line or off-line [10]. In case of on-
line collaboration some of the checking functions are
executed on other computers than the attacker could
access. As opposed to this, the off-line collaboration
does not require an on-line connection, but only a se-
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The solution we propose is focusing primarily on mobile software products, where we can rely on the hardware based integ-
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cure hardware or software item. The secure hardware
is usually a smart card, while the secure software is the
part of a trusted OS, like in our case targeting mobile
phone software.

To link the authorized user to his or her instance of
the software, usually the services of a public key infra-
structure [9] are used. For a copy protected software a
license containing the information about the user, about
the product issuer or distributor, and about the product
itself (e.g. a hash of the particular software instance)
should be attached to the product, so that the OS
could check the authorization. The integrity of this li-
cense is protected by a digital signature, and the OS
should not run copy protected software without the
appropriate license.

However, to support multiple use cases and busi-
ness models, and to allow comfortable software devel-
opment, the OS should be capable of running both
copy protected and unprotected software, which is one
of the biggest challenges in developing a successful
copy protection scheme. This means that in a manipu-
lated piece of software or when the license is removed
the OS should also detect that the code was initially
protected.

As opposed to usual protection models used in mul-
timedia files using watermarking to trace a content in
order to identify its origin, software use watermarking to
make possible the indication on the code that it is copy-
protected. As the instructions of the code can be ob-
fuscated arbitrarily as long as the user-perceptible out-
put remains the same, this enables us to implement
more efficacious watermarks to software than to audio/
video files. 

We can differentiate between two types of software
watermarking techniques: static and dynamic. In case
of static watermarks the information is injected into the
application’s executable file itself. The watermark is typ-
ically inside the initialized data, code or text sections of
the executable [1,7,8,11,13,14]. As opposed to this,
the dynamic watermarks are stored in the program’s exe-
cution state, and not in the program code. This means
that the presence of a watermark is indicated by some
run-time behavior of the executable [5,6,12].

To prevent the easy removal of watermarks we can
use software obfuscation, which is a collection of sev-
eral different code transformations with the common goal
to make the reverse engineering more difficult both in
case of automatic tools and for the human understand-
ing of the code [4,15]. The most important aim of these
transformations is to make code transformations meant
to remove the watermark hard to accomplish.

3. Requirements and quality goals

In this section we define the requirements and assump-
tions towards our copy protection scheme.

3.1. Trusted operating system – integrity & confidentiality

For a trusted OS we assume that the integrity of the
undergoing processes is ensured (e.g. protected mem-
ory areas cannot be changed). However the confiden-
tiality of the information flowing through the OS does
not have to be guaranteed. This implies that although
the method of watermark detection is kept in secret, it
is hard to remove the watermark from the protected
application even if the watermark generation and de-
tection algorithms are well known to the public, thus
avoiding security by obscurity.

The OS should also be capable of checking the dig-
ital signature of the applications and support PKI with
certificate chains and revocation.

3.2. Same observable behavior
In our case the observer is the customer, longing to

use the protected program. From his or her point of
view the transformed program should be functionally
the same as the original one. For example it should
have the same windows, the same files and the same
connections to the outside world, and all these should
behave in the same way. However the speed, the me-
mory usage and the inner states of the program during
the execution, including the program code could be
modified slightly or even to a greater extent. 

3.3. Harder to reverse engineer
On one hand the obfuscation should make the auto-

matic decompilation of the code very difficult, while on
the other hand the code should be made incompre-
hensible for human understanding to the greatest ex-
tent possible [8]. Our goal is to make the reverse engi-
neering difficult. This means that the reverse engineer-
ing and thus removing the protection should be ext-
remely time-consuming in order not to be worth the
effort and time spent on doing it. To state it in other way,
difficult and to make harder here means that the de-
compilation of the protected program should include
the solving of such a complex problem, whose com-
plexity can be deduced to a problem accepted to be
hard in cryptography, so typically being equivalent with
as if one should have to break a cryptographic algo-
rithm.

3.4. Harder to remove the watermark
This quality indicator is strongly connected to the

one described in the previous paragraph. A robust
obfuscation method not only makes the reverse engi-
neering harder, but also prevents the easy removal of
the watermark.

As in case of the trusted OS we assume only the
integrity, but not the confidentiality: we have to hypoth-
esize that the watermark detection method cannot be
kept in secret. Thus, the removal of the watermark has
to be hard enough also when the detection method is
public, or when everybody can detect the watermark.
The watermark has to be embedded in the original
code deeply enough so that the watermark should not
be removed without the full understanding of the whole

Copy protection through...
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code. The watermark generation on asymmetric encryp-
tion can be used for example where the private key is
kept in secret, but the algorithm itself is considered to
be public.

3.5. Scalability of the transformations costs
Because every transformation has a cost in terms of

speed and memory usage, it is important that the pro-
tection is effective from this point of view as well. To ful-
fill the different requirements and limitations on trans-
formation costs for the different areas of the code, the
accomplished transformations should be scaleable in
terms of speed and memory usage of the resulting
transformed applications.

4. The proposed copy protection scheme

To summarize, our scheme is constructed from the above
mentioned building blocks, taking into account the list-
ed requirements. The integrity of the software is ensu-
red through a digitally signed license, and if the license
or its digital signature is invalid, the OS prevents the
application from running. However, if there is no license
attached to the application, the OS can start it, but
should continuously check for the presence of water-
marks in it, which designates that it is a protected piece
of software, so should have a license file attached. The
removal of watermark is hard because of different ob-
fuscation methods utilized, so the attacker cannot change
or break the protection to make the application run with-
out the license.

The license checking algorithm being the most im-
portant part of our scheme is shown on the Figure 1.

(1) Check if a digitally signed license is attached to
the application. 

(2) If there is a license, and if both the license (e.g.
its hash signature) and the digital signature are valid,

then the application can be run without accomplishing
any further checking for watermarks. 

(3) If the license or its digital signature are not valid,
the application should stop immediately, and the OS
should make the appropriate steps (for example by log-
ging or even reporting the event), as in this case the
copy protection is violated.

(4) If there is no license attached to the application,
it could either be freely distributable software but also
a copy protected but manipulated program, so it should
be allowed to start.

(5) Parallel to this the OS should start the continu-
ous search for watermarks. 

(6) If a watermark is found in the application, its run-
ning should be stopped immediately, and again the
appropriate steps should be made, because the pres-
ence of the watermark unambiguously signals that a
license should be attached to the application, without
which it is an illegal copy.

So, in our scheme we use software watermarks to
indicate that the program is copy protected, thus the
inserted watermark should have the following proper-
ties:

– it has to be able to store only a one bit informa-
tion, indicating that the program is copy protected,

– it should not use a secret method to hide 
the watermark, as the attacker can reveal and
understand the watermark detection algorithm,

– all watermark removal should not be possible 
via automated or manual means even in cases
when the attacker might know the detection
algorithm.

To fulfill these requirements we have chosen to use
dynamic watermarks, because in this way the binary
form of the watermark is formed during the program
execution. 

To detect dynamic watermarks the program should
run for a while. This implies that the program state
should be checked continuously during the execution.
There is no time limit, after which it is assumed that

there is no watermark in the program.
The watermark detection procedure could
slow down the execution of the applica-
tion, so in the proposed copy protection
checking algorithm the watermark detec-
tion is done only in case the license file
is not present. So it will be the develop-
ers’ essential interest to provide licenses
to their released products in order to
exploit the capabilities of the device to
the best extent possible.

The connection between the program
and the OS during the watermark check-
ing process is illustrated in the Figure 2.

Our dynamic watermark only stores
one-bit information in form of a special
number derived from a random value ap-
pended with its value transformed with a
function ƒ. 

HÍRADÁSTECHNIKA
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Figure 1.  The l icense checking algorithm



The transformation accomplished with this function
can be a digital signature, a hash value, CRC or others
for example even a simple XOR operation with a con-
stant value; its role is simply to keep the probability of
appearing of such a value pair in a non-protected app-
lication low, so if such a value appears in an application
frequently enough, it can designate the presence of
the watermark. 

So the watermark can be defined as follows:

WM = (RND; ƒ(RND))
These different WM values should be hidden in the

application as frequently and for as long as possible,
which means that these values should appear in the
state of the program frequently enough to allow their
detection and statistical evaluation of these detections.
To achieve this goal we can for example pick the para-
meters of different data obfuscation transformations in
a way that one or more original values of a variable
(typically a loop control variable) are transformed into
watermarks values, which are then stored in program
state in the transformed domain. 

The gap between the prevalence of such water-
mark values in non-watermarked and watermarked app-
lications, as shown in the Figure 3, can allow easy de-
tection of the watermarks by statistical means.

Figure 3.  
The gap between non-watermarked and watermarked 
applications regarding the prevalence of watermark values

As the attacker cannot
know the exact value of
the watermark due to its
randomness, he or she can
only detect, when it is form-
ed in the program’s state
resulting from the appropri-
ate inputs. Therefore the at-
tacker has to execute all
branches of the program
with all possible input val-
ues to be sure that the wa-
termark is fully removed.

5. The architecture
of the system 

Figure 4 below illustrates the main parts of the system
and their connections. The obfuscation and the soft-
ware watermarking transformations take place integrat-
ed into the usual C/C++ compilation process, which
usually starts with a preprocessing step. 

The inputs of the system are the C/C++ source files
of the application to be protected. Different directives
can be placed in the source code to control the obfus-
cation and watermark insertion process. These direc-
tives are collected during this preparation process, and
the original source is passed to the Compiler, which will
produce LST file and the debug information file. 

The latter two form the basic sources of information
about the code, but other files originating from the
Disassembler (disassembly LST), Linker (map file) and
the Profiler (profile information) can be also used for this
purpose. 

Figure 4. 
The modules of the system and their connections 
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The collected information is merged and prepared
to form a compiler independent representation called
the Code Model, which is used to accomplish the need-
ed transformations, while the code itself is translated
into an abstract representation called Virtual Machine
Code (VMC), on which the transformations will be car-
ried out. 

After this preparation the system analyzes the ga-
thered information, during which the Analyzer module
performs control and data flow analysis and finalizes
the Code Model, which then contains all necessary in-
formation to plan and accomplish any watermarking or
obfuscating transformations.

The transformations are accomplished in several
iterations. Upon every iteration the Transformation Cont-
roller creates a detailed plan about the transformation
to be accomplished in the current step, along with their
sequence. During the transformations the intermediate
representation must remain in consistent state, which
means that even after every iteration the code should
be functionally equivalent with the original one.

To ensure efficiency and functional equivalency of the
code, every transformation is done in two steps. The
first step is responsible for making a transformation plan
(Planner) and the other is responsible for the execution
of this plan (Executor). The Planner is responsible for
finding proper and optimal parameters for a specific
transformation in the current context, while the Exe-
cutor ensures the functional equivalency. This way it is
enough to prove the correctness of the Executor for-
mally.

The transformation steps batched in the iterations
are applied to the abstract representation of the code
until the expected goals are reached,
namely the hiding of the adequate number
of watermarks and reaching the desired
level of obfuscation. After the transforma-
tions are accomplished, the abstract repre-
sentation of the code is translated (serial-
ized) back to an assembly source code,
which is ready to be compiled by an assem-
bler. The result of the process is the com-
piled object code, which is on one hand
obfuscated and on the other hand it con-
tains the watermark.

6. Results

To evaluate our copy protection scheme we have im-
plemented the full framework system based on the
above introduced architecture along with a number of
transformation methods. At the end of this article intro-
ducing the proposed scheme and the framework sys-
tem architecture we illustrate the capabilities of such
architecture with a simple example, the implementation
of the Hide Library Calls obfuscation technique.

Most programs heavily use calls to the standard
libraries and to the operating system, and since the se-

mantics of the library functions are well known, such
calls can provide useful clues to perform reverse engi-
neering on an application. The Hide Library Calls tech-
nique can be used to dismiss this help from the code.

There are different methods to obfuscate the calls
to such fixed functions. The basic idea behind all of
these transformations is that the original API call is
changed to an inner wrapper function of the applica-
tion, which will call the real API function. The obfusca-
tor can create an interface function to each API call,
but the call of each API function can be integrated into
a single function as well. In this latter case usually the
value of an input parameter designates which API call
should be called by the wrapper function.

In case of this obfuscation the Planner (see archi-
tecture in Figure 4 above) is simple, because it has to
find the possible call references and has to choose a
subset of them, which are to be hidden (even all can
be chosen to be hidden). So the generated Plan con-
tains the list of call places. The steps of the algorithm
for hiding library calls once the plan is ready is as fol-
lows:

1. Creating a new function, which will be the wrap-
per function calling the actual API functions.

2. Assigning identifiers (values) to API calls to be
hidden, and creating the instructions and the blocks of
the wrapper function regarding to the calls and the
identifiers.

3. Changing the original instructions calling API func-
tions to point to the new wrapper function and passing
the appropriate identifiers as additional arguments to it.

The following example shows an API call after the
Hide Library Calls transformation is accomplished:

7. Summary

In the above article we have presented our scheme,
which combines cryptography, software watermarking
and obfuscation in order to achieve a strong technical
solution for software copy protection, targeting primarily
the mobile software developers. Based on this scheme
we have designed the architecture of a protection tool
that can be integrated in a development environment
to provide copy protection services.

The architecture is robust and open in a sense that
the module dealing with transformations – both water-

HÍRADÁSTECHNIKA
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ldr lr, LI11 @ Save return address
mov ip, #1 @ Set ip to the called function ID  
ldr r5, LI12 @ Load address of global variable
str ip, [r5, #0] @ Save ID to the global variable
b HideCalls_2 @ Call function

LI11:
.align 0
.word .L12 @ Address of the next function

LI12:
.align 0
.word .LD110 @ Address of the global variable

.L12:



marking and obfuscation – is completely independent
of the processor, the OS and the development environ-
ment, as it works on an abstract representation of the
source code. This way, by replacing the preprocessing,
translating and serializing modules, we can integrate
our system into several environments.

As in the case of code transformations the formal
proof of correctness of transformations is essential, all
transformation are done in two steps: after planning
the particular transformations in order to form a trans-
formation sequence that fulfills our goals, the separate
and much simpler transformation steps are executed
so that their accomplished activity can be formally pro-
ven to be correct. This proof should be done for all
transformations that can be executed within our frame-
work.

Having the framework ready, the next step in our
research is to broaden the set of such transformations
to test different kinds of obfuscation, and to inject cer-
tain code fragments into our Code Model to implement
dynamic watermarking. Our goal is on one hand to
develop and test the efficiency of several control and
data obfuscation methods, and on the other hand to
hide dynamic watermark in the code and accomplish
several measurements regarding the ability of an inde-
pendent code (which will be the OS) to detect them.
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1. Introduction

Wireless data transmission mechanisms that belong to
the IEEE 802.11 family are spreading widely in indoor
and outdoor environments as well due to their mobility
feature. When deploying hotspots several considera-
tions are required to be taken about the applied tech-
nology. This is more than just an economical or rational
issue, it requires efficiency analysis as well. The WiFi
system is based on the ISM (Industrial-Science-Medi-
cal) frequency range that allows service providers to
deploy and operate multiple hotspots in the same phy-
sical area independently from each other. In outdoor
environment the different service providers use radio
channels usually in uncoordinates way. Since ETSI stand-
ards are applied to the radiated microwave power the
densely deployed systems may cause interference with
each other.

In company or academic environment network users
set up more and more requirements toward mobile WiFi
devices (such as laptops, palmtops, intelligent mobile
phones) to support multimedia services. Since IP phone
systems are dynamically spreading in academic environ-
ment, we need to analyze the usability of WiFi phones
during physical movement in indoor and outdoor envi-
ronment. In the 2.4GHz ISM range the voice transmis-
sion feature of the WiFi IP phone greatly depends on
the applied voice encoding mechanism. The 5GHz WiFi
transmission has a special channel coding mechanism
that is more effective than that of the 802.11g. Its
transmission rate is very sensitive to the distance be-
tween the access point and the client. During physical
movement the high compression ratio data transmis-
sion standards are more sensitive to the radio cell roam-
ing than the algorithms with lower compression ratio.

We know from previous analyses that the quality of
multimedia services on mobile terminals is heavily affect-
ed by the velocity of the terminal during physical move-
ment [1]. On mobile terminals the quality of multimedia
applications depends strongly on data-link layer events.  

2. Overview of multimedia
coding/decoding algorithms

Spectacular development of DSP (Digital Signal Pro-
cessing) architectures in the last few years and re-
searches on human speech recognition affected the
improvement of voice encoding and decoding tech-
nologies [2]. The new codecs beyond the usual AD/DA
conversion apply internal patterns to analyze the input
audio signal and forward it as a minimal bandwidth
data stream.

PCM
The simple PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) audio is

encoded according to the ITU-T G.711 standard [3].
The 64 kbps PCM voice is compressed by µ-law or A-
law procedures that convert the 12 or 13 bit sample to
an 8 bit one using logarithmic scale. Benefits are sim-
plicity, low complexity, low latency, good sound quality.
Disadvantage is the high bandwidth requirement. 

ADPCM
The ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Mo-

dulation) is also a common compression solution that is
defined in the ITU-T G.726 standard. It uses 4 bit sam-
ples that are transmitted at 32 kbps. Unlike PCM these
4 bit words do not encode the amplitude of the voice
rather the difference of amplitudes and the alteration
rates. The algorithm applies a very simple linear esti-
mate. Benefits are simplicity, low complexity, good sound
quality, low latency, multiple coding rates. Disadvanta-
ges are relatively high bandwidth requirement, poor
sound quality at lower bandwidths.

AMR-NB
The AMR-NB (Adaptive Multi Rate – Narrow Band) is

mostly used on GSM and UMTS mobile networks. The
algorithm supports eight compression ratios (4.75; 5.15;
5.90; 6.70; 7.40; 7.95; 10.20; 12.20 kbps). The algo-
rithm can switch between these ratios at any time which
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is profitable on IP networks. The sender can alter the
outgoing bandwidth at any time based on the real time
statistics provided by RTP: according to the RTP sig-
naling the encoder compresses the forthcoming sam-
ples at the newly changed rate and the decoder can
decompress it in the same way. The 20 ms frames are
encoded by ACELP algorithm using 5 ms lookahead
value. Benefits are simplicity, relatively low complexity,
low bandwidth requirement, good sound quality, low
latency, multiple coding rates. Disadvantages are few
implementations, lack of open source code.

AMR-WB
The AMR-WB mechanism is used by the G722.2

encoder that is optimized to wide bandwidth. It uses
ACELP algorithm and encodes 7 kHz audio sampled at
16 kHz. It adaptively alters encoding rates (23.85; 23.05;
19.85; 18.25; 15.85; 14.25; 12.65; 8.85; 6.6 kbps).
The encoder uses 20 ms frames and 5 ms lookahead
buffer. Benefits are very good sound quality, low laten-
cy, multiple encoding rates. Disadvantages are high
bandwidth requirement for good sound quality, moder-
ate computing complexity. 

RTP protocol
The RTP (Real-Time Protocol) provides point-to-point

application layer transport service for real-time (audio,
video) traffic, therefore it uses services like PDU identi-
fication, sequencing, time stamping and transmission
control. It is used commonly over UDP using its multi-
plexing and checksum generation services and it is
sometimes used over TCP as well. RTP cannot guaran-
tee neither packet arrival nor correct packet sequence.
RTP is optimized to a variable and overloaded network
condition typical for IP networks. RTP transports con-
tent data to one direction while it uses the duplex chan-
nels of RTCP to relay control information that includes
quality parameters as well. RTP can perform time re-
covering, sender identification, content identification,
sequencing and loss detection. QoS, resource alloca-
tion, packet loss recovery and on-time delivery are not
related to RTP.

Classification of voice encoders/decoders
PCM and ADPCM belong to the family of waveform

codecs that use the redundant characteristics of the
waveform. Compression techniques developed in the
last 10-15 years are focusing on the voice source char-
acteristics. These compression codecs create the sim-
plified parameters of the original voice source that
results in smaller bandwidth. They are called source co-
decs including LPC (Linear Predictive Coding), CELP
(Code Excited Linear Prediction) and MP-MLQ (Multi-
purpose Multilevel Quantization) procedures. Advanced
codecs substitute the human voice source with a math-
ematical model and they transmit the representation of
the voice instead of the compressed voice. The most
common telephone voice encoding and packet switch-
ed voice standards are the following:

– G.711: 64 kbps PCM voice encoding technique
used in the conventional digital PBX centers and
networks. 

– G.726: Uses 40, 32, 24, 16 kbps ADPCM encoding.
ADPCM voice transmission is recommended be-
tween packet switched and conventional PBX net-
works.

– G.728: Low latency fluctuation version of CELP
that transmits voice at 16 kbps. CELP voice has to
be trans-coded to public telephone format in order
to set up communication with a public endpoint. 

– G.729: By using CELP compression it converts the
voice audio to an 8 bit data stream. Two subversions
exist that significantly differ from each other in pro-
cessing complexity both providing 32 kbps ADPCM
quality voice. 

– G.731: Compresses voice or multimedia audio con-
suming very low bandwidth. As part of the H.324
protocol family it operates at 5.3 kbps and 6.3 kbps.
The former applies CELP, the latter uses MP-MLQ
technology while both provide good voice quality
and further flexibility for the system.

– GSM: The GSM (Global System for Mobile Commu-
nication) standard of ETSI I-30036 is widely used in
European mobile networks for voice and low band-
width data communication. Full rate GSM operates
at 13 kbps by using RPE (Regular Pulse Excited)
encoder at 8 kHz sampling rate. Half rate GSM re-
quires 7 kbps bandwidth at 5 kHz sampling rate.
The input voice is split up into 20 ms frames it makes
eight short term approximations for each of them.
Furthermore each frame is divided into 5 ms sub-
frames where the encoder calculates latency and
gain for the long term approximator. Finally it quan-
tizes the rest of the signal in each sub-frame. The
GSM encoder generates good quality voice how-
ever the G.728 (CELP) encoder outperforms it by
its higher bandwidth. GSM encoder requires low
processing time. Benefits: simplicity, relatively low
complexity, low bandwidth, low latency, open source.
Disadvantages: G.728 outperforms it in quality/band-
width ratio.

Nullsoft Video protocol
The Nullsoft Video (NSV) format is a bit-stream that

is able to provide joint packaging for audio and video
data [4]. It complies with all major video and audio com-
pression mechanisms. As it is a bit-stream format, it
does not need to download the entire data file before
playing. It can provide streaming service as reliable
synchronization occurs at any point of the stream. Se-
condary data channels may provide multiple sound-
subtitle- or data flows. 

NSV file consists of two major parts: optional head-
er and mandatory bit-stream. All multi-bytes integers
are stored in LSB format where the least valuable byte
is the leftmost byte. Therefore a 4 bit and a 20 bit num-
ber will be stored in 3 bytes long. The voice and video
data packet are transmitted in one frame. The voice
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may follow or precede the video data. The number of
channels for additional information (e.g. title, 16:9/4:3
screen ratio, secondary audio channel, etc.) is limited
to 15. 

3. Characteristics of the VoIP network

After compressing the voice and converting it to data
the stream will be transmitted over the IP network using
RTP protocol. In VoIP networks we must consider the
latency and the bandwidth as well. Bandwidth require-
ments are critical as they depend on not just the select-
ed codec but the overhead of the layer protocols (IP,
UDP) [5]. The latency is affected by the propagation
speed of the signal the buffer handling mechanism of
the sender and receiver as well as the encapsulation
delay.

Bandwidth requirements on VoIP network
The operation of voice conversation over IP net-

works is affected by several parameters. Bandwidth re-
quirement of the applied codec can be in the range of
3...64 kbps. The voice PDU usually is not longer than
20 bytes while the L2 (Ethernet) and L3 (IP) layers add
significant overhead. Therefore the effective bandwidth
requirement is affected by these overheads [6]. In or-
der to simplify the problem various solutions had been
introduced. By using Voice Activity Detection (VOD) the
sender can interrupt the stream if the signal of the local
analogue source decreases to a certain threshold le-
vel. The bandwidth requirement is decreased to its half
as in human conversations a person listens to the ot-
her in half of the times. This solution claims more atten-
tion in determining the appropriate moments for switch-
ing on and off otherwise it can cause content loss.
However the total silence can be disturbing as well.
Comfort noise is usually applied to eliminate this prob-
lem that is perceptible at the pair of the non-speaking
person as locally generated white noise. 

Advanced systems reproduce remote background
noise in the silence period of the remote person. An-
other solution is the compression of the RTP PDU
header. As the RTP PDU may contain duplicated or
redundant information routers alongside the route com-
press the header therefore the bandwidth requirement
of voice can be significantly decreased. In most com-
mon LAN/MAN technological environment the required
physical bandwidth is shown in Table 1. IP/UDP/RTP
generates 40 bytes and Ethernet makes 14 bytes over-
head.

Table 1. Comparison of the VoIP/channel bandwidth

Each voice connection means two call streams while
video connection creates four or six call streams simul-
taneously.

Latency on VoIP network
In VoIP design a generally accepted rule is to keep

the endpoint to endpoint latency under 150 ms. Trans-
mission latency of today’s media is not perceptive for
human ear however together with handling latency it
may cause perceptive distortion. On user side the la-
tency tolerance is about 250 ms. Voice stream with
higher latency cause interference with the natural voice
stream therefore they may quench each other. Hand-
ling latency has effect on conventional line-switched
telephone networks also but its importance is higher at
packet switched transmission due to buffering. It should
be kept under 150-200 ms at latency design. Latency
of the G.729 standard is about 20 ms what was de-
signed in consideration of future demands as well. A
VoIP product generates a frame in every 10 ms on
average then it orders them in pairs and puts into a
packet therefore the value of latency will be 20 ms. In
packet switched networks latency is generated by putt-
ing the current packet into the outgoing queue and the
latency of the queue. These values are device-depen-
dents and typically not exceed 30 ms.

VoIP applications are sensitive not only to latency
but to its alteration as well. Unlike the conventional te-
lephone networks in packet switched transmission the
value of latency can fluctuate by the network traffic
load. Jitter is a short term alteration of the latency that
is the fluctuation between the expected and real pack-
et arrival time. Devices compensate it by using playout
buffer therefore gaps in the voice stream can be avoi-
ded. It increases the total latency of the system. The
buffer can be fix-sized or adaptive at different devices.
In case of VoIP jitter is the most significant quality ob-
structive parameter. Packet switched voice transmission
usually passes through systems with different latencies
and transfer parameters what results in poor quality.
General feature of these applications is a large size
receiver buffer with at least 1 second voice buffering.

QoS on VoIP network
In packet switched networks voice quality is largely

determined by the latency and the jitter of the network
therefore QoS parameters have high priority in network
design. Further important issues are the segregation of
the voice traffic from other network data and the pro-
tection of critical data against the possible high band-
width of the voice traffic. Elements of the effective QoS
design are: required bandwidth, packet loss, latency
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and jitter. These factors are ensured by the following
techniques:

– Control strategy: traffic limitation that means pack-
et drops when the traffic between two networking de-
vices exceeds a given threshold. This parameter can
be configured at input and output side as well. Typical
example of such techniques is RED (Random Early De-
tection) and WRED (Weighted RED). These techniques
identify packets that can be dropped when necessary. 

– Traffic design: provides equal input and output
packet rate for buffering. Unlike control strategy it tries
to avoid packet drop whereas it increases the latency
and jitter caused by buffering.

– Call set-up control: controls rejection of the band-
width requirement of the applications. In VoIP networks
RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) can be applied
to reserve bandwidth for a call. The H.323 gatekeeper
can limit this reserved bandwidth.

– Queues/scheduling: used at buffering by discov-
ering the priority of the packets. One buffer can be con-
figured for latency-sensitive packets and another for
data packets. IP/RTP priority queue is common mech-
anism in VoIP.  

– Tagging: There are different techniques to tag pack-
ets that require special treatment. In VoIP networks
packets can be tagged by IP preference bits (IP head-
er ToS field) for example. The packet tagging mecha-
nisms are important to preserve the internetwork QoS
parameters of the packets.

– Fragmentation: Further fragmentation of large pack-
ets can be enabled on some devices before transmit-

ting on a low bandwidth link. This feature protects voice
packets against high latency required for the transmis-
sion of large packets. Therefore the voice packet can be
put among the fragments of a large data packet.

4. Measuring environment 
and measured values

For our measurements we applied wireless devices
(access points and mobile terminal) that support IEEE
802.11b/g and IEEE 802.11a transmission mechanisms
as well. We analyzed the effects of L2 roaming that
was occurred during on foot physical movement of the
mobile terminal in our indoor test network as shown on
Figure 1. Mobile terminal passed at 5-6 km/h (1.4-1.7
m/s) velocity parallel with the straight line that links the
two access points. Within one measurement period
(TSi) the mobile terminal gets from the micro cell of AP1
to the micro cell of AP2 then backward it reaches to the
cell of AP1 again. As a multimedia service video stream-
ing and IP phone were run on the mobile terminal. MT
was a laptop and WinAmp multimedia application was
run for streaming (TCP) and SoftPhone application for
voice conversation (UDP) analyses. 

For TCP traffic the wired node was a streaming server
where we downloaded Nullsoft (NSV) format multimedia
contents from with different bandwidth. In order to mea-
sure UDP traffic SoftPhone application was run on the
mobile terminal and the wired node as well and voice
conversation was generated between them. Voice en-
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coding mechanism was selected on the Phone Center
located inside the wired LAN. Bandwidth values of the
streaming contents were the following: 80, 150, 300,
500 kbps. The applied voice encoding mechanisms were:
G.728 (16 kbps), GSM (29 kbps), G.711 (80 kbps), Wide-
band (272 kbps). We set the data retry parameter of the
access points to fixed 32 for TCP and UDP while we ad-
justed the beacon period between 20, 50 and 100 ms.
Receiver buffer of the WinAmp application was fixed to
1000 ms. We performed twelve measurements for TCP,
the same amount for UDP with each IEEE 802.11 stand-
ard, creating in this way seventy-two captured data files.

The two access points (AP1, AP2) were connected
to the same VLAN on a L2 switch. Ethernet frames from
the VLAN appear on the wired network were passed
to a traffic capture node by mirroring to a dedicated phy-
sical port that used tcpdump to capture and store the
data in libcap format file. Afterwards we analyzed the
measured values with Ethereal v0.10.4 protocol ana-
lyzer therefore we can determine the time intervals that
affect the quality of the applications. Radiated micro-
wave power of the access points were set to 5 mW for
IEEE 802.11b/g and 11dB for IEEE 802.11a. Physical
distance between the two APs was 50 meters, traffic of
the MT was unencrypted and association type was open.
In each TSi measurement (i = 1,2,...72) the MT started
from point S then passed on B, S, A points and finally
reached S again.

In order to determine the times that affect the quali-
ty of applications we identified the T0 moment (Figure 2)
in every capture data file. This is the arrival moment of
the LIP (Last Important Packet) received by the wired
node before L2 roaming. This is the last content data
of the MT before roaming. Descriptions of LIP and FIP
packets are shown in Table 2.  

L2 roaming event occurs within the Tr time as we
described in our previous paper [1]. Tr time is identified
by the arrival of the roaming frames to the new AP. On
the mobile terminal IPv6 was also used that can per-
ceive the recovery of the data link layer of the protocol
stack and it immediately initiates the discovery of the
neighbor nodes. Tmt time denotes the relative moment
when the MT can restart LLC transmission. We used this
feature of IPv6 to identify the frames sent during accu-
rate roaming event as we can experience multiple cell
changes during the physical movement within indoor
points S->B->S->A->S due to the Rayley fading effect.
The Ts time is the operational latency of the multimedia
connection. This is perceptible directly by the user and
its high value may produce gaps in service and loss of
the connection. FIP packets are used to identify the Ts
value.

5. Analysis and explanation of 
measurement results

Comparison and analysis of the measurement results
gave us the possibility to draw important conclusions.
Different IEEE 802.11 standards show different behav-
iors at roaming events in indoor environment [7]. The
roaming process is greatly depends on the beacon pe-
riod (Tb) value which is a configuration parameter of the
access point [8]. MT learns the beacon period of the
AP [9] from a signal in the beacon. As soon as the MT
does not receive eight consecutive beacons roaming
event will be initiated [1]. By continuously monitoring
the incoming beacon frames the MT perceives the loss
of radio signal quality and initiates a roaming process. 

Measurement results for TCP traffic are shown in
Figures 3, 4, 5 while UDP traffic values are displayed in
Figures 6, 7, 8.

• When the beacon period was decreased step by
step from 100 ms down to 50 ms and 20 ms the MT
perceived more rapidly the alteration of S/N ratio, there-
fore it became more sensitive to the change of environ-
mental conditions during the physical movement. In this
way the roaming times rise up from 0.5-2.8 s to 0.1-14.9
s and then fall down to 1.5-2.9 s at each streaming
technology. At first TCP dropout rises up from 2.5-17 s
to 2.4-19.8 s than falls down to 1.8-7.9 s. Consequent-
ly the Tb=20 ms beacon period is better then the 100
ms value. It is a useful establishment about the beacon
configuration. However very low Tb values may cause
multiple roaming events in indoor environment due to
the multipath signal propagation that induces repeated
TCP dropout.

• In the case of IP phone communication, for a gi-
ven voice coding technique the adjustment of beacon
period from 100 ms to 50 and 20 ms involves the de-
crease of the cell change time from 0.1-44.5 sec to 0.1-
12.5 sec while UDP dropout decreases from 0.2-49.8
sec to 0.2-19.9 sec that indicates the advantage of
Tb=20 ms value.

• In indoor environment the IEEE 802.11 technolo-
gies show different behaviors regarding the beacon
period. During streaming the IEEE 802.11a resumes
the connection within a longer period of time. Regard-
ing roaming performance it is followed by the IEEE
802.11b and the 802.11b that has the most advanta-
geous features in case of indoor roaming.

• IEEE 802.11a produces very high latency there-
fore connection is dropped even in wide bandwidth
voice communication while IEEE 802.11g shows the
best reaction time where the connection dropout can
be kept under 4 sec. This dropout is affordable be-
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cause it may be a relatively rare event in mobile IP
phone systems if users are notified previously. 

• Application dropout times have different charac-
teristics depending on the bandwidth of the stream. NSV
application at 150 kbps depends least on the radio
technology at Tb=20 msec while it depends the most
on the technology at Tb=50 ms. With Tb≤50 ms NSV
programmes at 80 and 500 kbps are least affected by
the radio technology. 

• IP phone communication with Tb≤50 ms provides
the least dropout by using GSM encoding that is opti-
mized to mobile environment. GSM provides weaker
sound quality than G.728 however it adapts more ef-

fectively to roaming situations. G.711 greatly depends
on the roaming mechanism of the radio technology that
comes from the features of the PCM designed for con-
ventional wired environment.

• After roaming with high beacon period streaming
resumes within a 4-11 sec period while with Tb≤50 the
latency of the TCP connection is 3 sec that can be ob-
served at the time difference Ts-Tr. 

• At IEEE 802.11b/g latency of UDP traffic (IP
phone) is under 0.5 sec for each voice encoding tech-
nique. At IEEE 802.11a the resuming of UDP traffic is
significantly delayed (3-7 sec) after the MT arrives to
the new radio cell.
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Figure 3. The streaming behavior (Tb=20 msec) Figure 6. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=20 msec)

Figure 4. The streaming behavior (Tb=50 msec) Figure 7. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=50 msec)

Figure 5. The streaming behavior (Tb=100 msec) Figure 8. The IP Phone behavior (Tb=100 msec)



• IEEE 802.11a technology performs its best at Tb
= 50 ms. IEEE 802.11g provides the best data-link ser-
vice for streaming at Tb=20 ms.

• For IP telephony IEEE 802.11g gives the best
overall performance independently from the voice en-
coding mechanism and the beacon period. It is fol-
lowed by the 802.11b and the 802.11a that shows the
disadvantageous behavior. 

• Flexibility order of the voice encoding mechanisms
for data-link layer dropout (descending order): GSM,
Wideband, G.711, G.728.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed the characteristic features of
multimedia applications (streaming, IP phone) during in-
door roaming events operated on IEEE 80211a, 802.11b
and 802.11g transmission technologies. For TCP mea-
surements NSV format streams were sent towards a
laptop moving on foot in indoor environment. For UDP
measurements IP SoftPhone were run on the laptop
while it had a voice conversation with a wired IP phone.
Measurements were performed for the common encod-
ing mechanisms. 

Based on these measurements we can establish that
the beacon period of the access point has significant
impact on the roaming process. Different IEEE 802.11
technologies show different behaviors for both TCP
and UDP traffics. Beacon period also has effects on
them. 

For mobile indoor wireless streaming terminal IEEE
802.11g with <=50 ms beacon period provides the
best performance. For mobile WiFi IP phones in slightly
loaded 802.11g indoor environment good quality of ser-
vice can be experienced. Roaming may cause 2-3 sec
of dropout in best case that is an acceptable value for
users if they are previously notified. GSM voice en-
coding flexibly adapts to dropouts in the data link layer,
it is followed by the wideband encoding despite its
higher bandwidth requirement compared to G.711 and
G.728.

In the future transport layer services with low drop-
out (<250 ms) and fast roaming convergence are re-
quired to design in order to provide continuously ac-
ceptable operational quality for multimedia services in
indoor mobile WiFi systems. Performance of the H.323/
SIP mobile IP video conference and web collaboration
services in mobile environment have to be evaluated
as well. 
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1. Introduction

During the production of voiced speech sounds the
vocal folds vibrate in a quasi-periodic manner. The exci-
tation signal produced by this oscillation is modulated
by the resonator system of the vocal tract (pharyngeal,
nasal and oral cavity): while harmonics near the reso-
nant frequency are boosted, other harmonics are at-
tenuated. These vocal tract resonances are referred to
as formants. 

The resonant frequencies are manifested as local
maxima in the vocal tract transfer function. Besides their
center frequency, formants can be characterized by
their bandwidth and amplitude. The former refers to the
width of the boosted frequency region in the transfer
function – where the function value does not fall more
than 3 dB below the local maximum. The latter is the
value of the function at the peak [1].

Although formants and their time course (the formant
tracks or formant trajectories) are clearly visible on the
spectrum and on the spectrogram for the human eye,
automatic formant measurement and tracking is far from
trivial.

There is a definite need for exact formant tracking
together with the ability to modify formant trajectories
both for research purposes and for specific applica-
tions. The latter include the modification of the voice
character (such as dialect transformation, speech correc-
tion or timbre modification) and smoothing the formant
trajectories of waveforms generated by concatenative
text-to-speech systems. Such algorithms may also be
applied to alter the speaker-specific characteristics of
speech so that the listener recognizes another speak-
er uttering the same sentence.

The prospective applications require a method that
can re-synthesize speech after altering the formant struc-
ture. This can be achieved only by employing a precise
formant extraction algorithm. The problem of re-synthe-
sis for our targeted applications has not been exten-
sively studied, we could not find an appropriate solu-
tion in the literature.

Formant extraction has been intensively studied dur-
ing the past decades. Traditional methods employ peak
finding on some kind of non-linearly smoothed spectra
[2][3]. One way of doing this is cepstral spectrum smooth-
ing when the maxima due to periodicity (corresponding
to glottal excitation) are removed from the cepstrum and
it is then Fourier transformed [1]. Rabiner and Schafer’s
method combines this procedure with “analysis by syn-
thesis” [4]. Another approach is the use of various filter
banks [5].

Some techniques borrowed from speech recogni-
tion can also be applied to formant tracking. For exam-
ple, methods based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
[6] and Line Spectrum Pairs (LSP) are common. The
latter is an implementation of the linear prediction (LP)
analysis that is performed in the frequency domain in-
stead of the time domain and the calculated coefficients
follow the time course of the high-amplitude regions in
the spectrum (that roughly correspond to the formants).

In this paper we report a highly accurate method of
formant analysis, tracking and modification. In order to
demonstrate the algorithm, we created a graphical com-
puter program that is capable of producing various dis-
plays of the formant tracks. Section 2 outlines our app-
roach and Section 3 gives the details of the algorithm.
Section 4 is a description of the graphical demo pro-
gram while Section 5 summarizes our findings.

2. Basic concepts

2.1. Linear prediction-based spectrum
As it was discussed earlier, formants are local maxi-

ma in the speech spectrum. The spectrum can be cal-
culated by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) but
this gives a function with numerous local maxima and
minima. It is not straightforward to reliably find the peaks
of such a spectrum. Linear prediction-based spectrum
calculation [2] is more common for the purpose of for-
mant extraction because it has several advantages
over FFT:
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– The “resolution” of the spectrum can be set by
the order of prediction (that corresponds to the
number of poles in the transfer function).

– Linear prediction gives a good estimate of 
the spectrum primarily at the peaks 
(that are of interest here).

– It is capable of producing acceptable spectrum
estimates even for short speech segments.

The transfer function estimated from the linear pre-
diction coefficients:

This results in a spectrum estimate much smoother
than the FFT while formants are not distorted.

2.2. Formant extraction
Two ways of formant extraction have been most fre-

quently discussed in publications: spectrum-based and
pole-based. While the former uses amplitude or phase
spectrum to find the local maxima corresponding to for-
mants, the latter calculate with the poles in the z-do-
main.

One spectrum-based method is the McCandless al-
gorithm that detects peaks in the logarithm of the ab-
solute spectrum [7]. Christensen, Strong and Palmer
developed a similar procedure but they apply peak
finding on the negative second derivative of the log
spectrum [8]. Yegnanarayana proved that the first deri-
vative of the complex spectrum phase is showing note-
worthy similarity to the amplitude spectrum [9]. Employ-
ing the second derivative of this function instead of the
log spectrum allows more accurate formant extraction.
The method of Reddy and Swamy is calculating simul-
taneously in the f- and the z-domain so it can distin-
guish between formants near to each other [10]. Al-
though the above-mentioned methods have been im-
plemented and thoroughly studied, none of them fits
our needs.

Our formant tracker is pole-based, similar to the one
developed by Slifka and Anderson for speaker trans-
formation [11]. The H(z) transfer function gives an all-
pole (i.e. with no zeros) model for the vocal tract. The
poles of this function correspond to the resonances of
the system. The poles are the roots of the polynomial
in the denominator of the transfer function:

where αk are the linear prediction coefficients.
Formant frequencies and bandwidths can be obtained
from the form of the poles:

The results are highly accurate but not all poles cor-
respond to formants (e.g. real poles cannot be formants).
Such poles are due to lip radiation or background noise.

3. Algorithm

The input data is pitch synchronously segmented speech
with sound boundary labels. The phonetic transcript of
the utterance can improve the accuracy of the results.
We can distinguish two separate stages of the process-
ing: analysis and synthesis. The former one refers to
the tracking of formant trajectories and its output is the
formant data throughout the utterance and some side
information (such as the linear prediction residuals and
gains). During synthesis, the modification of the formants
and the re-synthesis of speech is implemented, the out-
put is a new waveform.

3.1. Analysis
3.1.1. LP analysis and calculating the poles
In order to apply LP analysis locally in time that is

essential for formant tracking, we need to calculate the
LP coefficients (LPCs) for every pitch period separate-
ly. In order to reduce spectral distortion, our algorithm is
determining LPCs for two adjacent pitch periods (a time
frame) instead of one and employs Hanning window-
ing. The window is shifted from pitch period to pitch pe-
riod. For unvoiced sounds we create “virtual pitch marks”
with a constant time step.

First we obtain the PARCOR coefficients by the me-
thod of Burg, then we convert these to linear prediction
coefficients in order to calculate the transfer function [2].

LP analysis and synthesis do not guarantee that the
energy of the output signal is the same as the energy
of the input. To avoid this kind of distortion, it is reason-
able to store the energy for each time frame that can
be used to restore the original level on the output. If we
normalize the energy for the length of the frame, we can
also use this value for silence detection. The LP resi-
dual signal should also be stored for lossless coding.

As a next step, we need to calculate the poles of
the system: the roots of the transfer function denomi-
nator. Although the polynomial in the denominator has
only real coefficients, the roots can also be complex.
This prohibits using the Newton-Ralphson and Brent me-
thods. We chose to employ the Laguerre root finding
procedure [12] instead.

We can obtain all the roots by applying the Laguerre
algorithm iteratively: one run results in either one real
root or a complex conjugated pair of roots. After divid-
ing the polynomial with this/these, we run the root find-
ing again. 

We can calculate the formant data (frequency, band-
width and amplitude) by using both the formulae in Sec-
tion 2 and the spectrum. Note that in synthesis time we
should avoid using these data: the calculation is more
accurate if we implement formant frequency changes di-
rectly on the corresponding pole.

Poles without a corresponding formant also need to
be stored for re-synthesis.

3.1.2. Mapping of poles to formants
Not all the poles have a corresponding formant. 
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In order to discard these poles from further analysis,
several criteria should be examined:

– The formant frequency needs to be higher than
the fundamental frequency.

– The absolute value of the pole needs to reach 
a threshold so that we limit the bandwidth of 
the formant.

– The energy of the time frame needs to be higher
than an energy threshold (silence detection).

– Poles with a real part that is zero or near zero
can be excluded (these may be due to low 
frequency narrowband noise).

Only poles meeting all four criteria are considered
formants. Formant data (frequency, bandwidth and am-
plitude) can be calculated from the selected complex
conjugated pole pairs.

The above criteria can only exclude the evidently
incorrect results and give a first estimate of the formant-
pole mapping. The final mapping is obtained by apply-
ing continuity constraints on the formant trajectories.

3.1.3. Formant trajectories
Thus the next step is to arrange the formant candi-

dates into continuous formant tracks by using the initial
formant-pole mapping and sound boundary informa-
tion. We need to map the formants of a time frame to
the formants of the next time frame in a way that a con-
tinuous formant track should emerge. We map a for-
mant candidate to the formant track whose last assign-
ed formant is nearest in frequency. Formant tracks that
have no or minimal collision with each other can be
merged. Trajectories that are running parallel near to
each other are also merged into one track. Extremely
short trajectories are discarded.

There is no point in applying continuity constraints
before and after obstruents (stops, fricatives and affri-
cates) because the production of these sounds implies
such articulatory movements that can cause a quick
change in the formants. If the phonetic transcript of the
utterance is available then our method does not try to
connect formants through these boundaries. If it is not
available, every sound boundary is treated as a break
point. This approach may lead to less accurate infor-
mation on several sound transitions but it improves the
general efficiency of the mapping.

3.2. Synthesis
As the first step, the input of the re-synthesis pro-

cedure is created from the output of the analysis, so we
alter the formant tracks. The way of mapping is always
determined by the actual application.

For example, we might use some kind of interpola-
tion in order to spectrally smooth the output of a con-
catenative TTS system. Note that by modifying the tra-
jectories we move the poles on the z plane.

The second step is re-synthesis. The modified for-
mant frequencies give the new pole locations (by using
the same formulae as in the analysis). We construct the
polynomial for the denominator of the transfer function

from the poles. The linear predictive coefficients are
obtained as the coefficients of the polynomial. Using
these and also the stored residual signal, linear predic-
tion synthesis can be performed. As a last step we
restore the energy of the time frames. The result is a
new waveform with modified formant tracts.

4. Results

Evaluation was done for test utterances in Hungarian
and separately for the analysis and synthesis stage.

4.1. Analysis
The accuracy of formant analysis and tracking was

tested in three ways. First, reference spectrograms for
testing was generated by a Kay Elemetrics CSL 4300B
digital signal analyzer at the Linguistics Institute of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. These spectrograms
were compared manually with the formant tracks ob-
tained by our algorithm. Second, measured formant fre-
quency values were compared with published data [13].

Finally, we measured a mapping error rate as de-
fined in [14]. For this purpose the formant tracks pro-
duced by the demo application (that is to be described
later) were compared to spectrograms. The test set con-
sisted of 29 two-word Hungarian recordings by a male
speaker. A mapping error in the first three formant tracks
was found in only two cases (6.90%) – in one case the
third while in the other case all the three formants were
mapped incorrectly. 

According to [14] an algorithm using nominal formant
frequency values achieved a mapping error of 3.62-
3.99%. Although this is lower than our error rate, the
algorithm presented in this paper does not rely on pre-
defined, typical formant frequencies so it is indepen-
dent of the physiological attributes, gender and lan-
guage of the speaker. The paper cited above reports
an error rate of 13.04% for a method with similar prop-
erties.

An example of the output is given in Figure 1. The
utterance was “jaj hajít”. According to the figure, for-
mants for voiced sounds were generally well detected,
even after the /h/-vowel transition in the second word.
This case was highlighted as problematic in [14] for for-
mant analyzers that do not use nominal formant fre-
quencies.

4.2. Synthesis
The synthesis capabilities of the method are evalu-

ated in the context of prospective applications since the
modification method is designed to fit these. Evalua-
tion and fine tuning of the system is underway. We
report the results of two simple initial experiments here.

By changing the formant structure, we can modify a
recorded vowel to another sound. As an example, Hun-
garian “fésü” (fE:SU) was transformed to “fásü” (fA:SU)
by raising the first and lowering the second formant track
along the frequency axis. Such a formant modified re-
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Figure 1.  Analysis of a short recording by Kay Elemetrics CSL 4300B (top panel) 
and by the proposed algorithm – without (middle panel) and with (bottom panel) phonetic transcription

Figure 2.  Graphical computer program for formant tracking and modification



cording was listened to by four native Hungarian sub-
jects. All of the listeners were confident that they heard
the meaningless word “fásü”. This technique was effec-
tively used in initial experiments to extend speech data-
bases of concatenative synthesizers with vowels that
were not recorded (e.g. vowels that do not exist in Hun-
garian).

It is generally accepted among speech researchers
that the higher formant frequencies bear characteristics
specific to the speaker. We conducted several initial ex-
periments towards voice transformation where the aim
is to modify the personal features so that the original
speaker’s identity disappears. By altering some care-
fully chosen formants, we could confuse the recogni-
tion of speaker identity in several listeners.

While manipulating formant tracks we noted that in
case of drastic changes audible artifacts may appear in
the speech signal. In case of minor (at most about 20%)
changes the re-synthesized speech is of good quality
and natural-sounding.

4.3. A graphical computer program 
for formant tracking and modification
A graphical computer program was developed for

demonstration and evaluation (Figure 2). This program

is publicly available for educational and research pur-
poses [15].

After analyzing the waveform, the program displays
all the formant tracks (at most six) in different colors on
the time-frequency plane. In order to check the results,
the program is also capable of displaying the spectro-
gram or to show both plots overlaid. After selecting a
time frame, the corresponding short-time linear predic-
tion spectrum is drawn (with the formant peaks marked)
and the poles of the linear prediction filter appear on
the z-plane (in the bottom right corner of the window).
The latter is a novel way of visualization that bears the
same information as the linear prediction spectrum.

Formant tracks can also be displayed on the F1-F2
plane (Figure 3). Instead of the commonly used scat-
terplots, the program draws the movement of the first
two formants in time as a continuous curve. 

The figure shows the F1-F2 tracks for the vowels in
the utterance. The horizontal position of the points of
the curve corresponds to the value of the first formant
while the vertical position refers to the second formant.
The shade of the line represents the time: data from
the first pitch period of the vowel is drawn with the dark-
est color and then it becomes lighter and lighter with
each pitch period, the last pitch period being the light-
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Figure 3. 
Formant tracks of

vowels on 
the F1-F2 plane



est. In order to improve visibility, circles mark the start-
ing points.

Formant tracks can be altered by redrawing them by
hand or by using a factor for each trajectory. The wave-
form can be re-synthesized with the modified formant
tracks and saved to a file.

One can imagine a wide range of applications for this
program in the education of phonetics. For example, it
can be used as a tool to demonstrate the formant struc-
ture of speech sounds or the distinctive features of vo-
wels. It is also capable of visualizing the similarities and
differences among different realizations of the same
phoneme and to show the effects of co-articulation. It
can also be used for phonetics research: for producing
the stimulus set of perceptual experiments, for the stu-
dy of dialects with “analysis by synthesis” and for pro-
ducing plots of formant tracks.

5. Summary

A general purpose formant tracker and modifier is need-
ed for a wide range of applications. In this paper such
an algorithm was described and evaluated. Our method
gives acceptable results even with scarce information
and by using further input data (phonetic transcript),
the results become very accurate. The algorithm was
implemented and built into a graphical computer pro-
gram. 

This publicly available program can serve as a tool
for education and research – besides in the courses
taught by the authors, it is also used at the ELTE Fa-
culty of Humanities. Furthermore, it was successfully
applied to extensively examine the formant structure of
Hungarian vowels (the data of this study is being ana-
lyzed).
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1. Introduction

In digital speech processing the so-called quasi-sta-
tionary signal model is often used in solutions to a lot
of practical problems. It means that it is possible to
process the speech signal with the sequence of over-
lapped speech segments in order to complete the com-
putations necessary for the algorithm in question. It is
presumed that the parameters of the applied speech
model do not vary during the segment under process-
ing. According to the relevant literature, the suitable
segment duration is 2...5 times longer than the funda-
mental period, and the sufficient overlap is 1...3 times
of pitch period [1]. 

During the progress of digital speech processing a
demand has arisen for analyzing methods suitable for
investigating speech signal changes of lower duration
than the pitch period itself. These types of speech sig-
nal changes constitute the fine structure of speech. The
phenomenon of the small fluctuation of the fundamen-
tal period during nonlinear vocal chord vibration – among
many others – is an example which calls for methods
necessary to represent the fine structure of speech.
These methods ought to derive physically meaningful pa-
rameters from few speech samples only. Consequently,
for these purposes the speech processing methods bas-
ed on the quasi-stationary assumption are not appro-
priate [2]. 

Summing up succinctly the essence of the problem,
it could be said that it is not possible to increase the
time-resolution of the analysis, while keeping the de-
tailed frequency-domain representation because of the
uncertainty-relation of Dennis Gabor. Nowadays, the
wavelet-transform is widely used in applications requir-
ing increased time-resolution. However, the time-reso-
lution of the wavelet-method is also limited by the time-
scale uncertainty relation, which replaces the time-fre-
quency uncertainty mentioned above [2,3]. 

A possible method, suitable for analyzing the fine
structure of speech, is the Teager-operator-based Ener-
gy Separation (ES) algorithm. The wavelet-based ana-
lysis and the Teager-operator have recently led to suc-

cessful applications [4]. Another possibility in determin-
ing the instantaneous parameters is the application of
the Hilbert-Huang-transform [5]. Because we have not
found published results in the relevant literature avail-
able to us on the comparison of the Teager-operator-
based methods and HHT-based ones, their compari-
son has been chosen as the subject of this article.

2. The Teager-operator and 
the ES-algorithm
2.1. The continuous-time Teager-operator and 
the estimation of instantaneous parameters
The definition of the Teager-operator has become

possible after detailed investigation of the nonlinear
physical phenomena of human speech production. In
order to describe the fast changes in the speech-sig-
nal’s energy during the fundamental period, it is useful
to determine the overall energy of the system produc-
ing the speech. This overall energy can be estimated
by applying a suitable operator to the speech signal –
the operator is termed as Teager-operator [2]:

(1)

where Ψ{.} denotes the Teager-operator. In the
case of the signal x(t)=a⋅cos(ω⋅t+ϕ) we get:

(2)

which leads to
(3)

It can be checked that the result will be the same
when the operator is applied to the signal x(t)=a⋅sin
(ω⋅t+ϕ), as it is expected. It is interesting to note that
the next equation also holds:

(4)

A possible generalization of the signal x(t)=a⋅cos
(ω⋅t+ϕ) is the case when both the amplitude and the
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phase are time-dependent, that is the form of the re-
sulting AM-FM signal is the following:

(5)

By direct algebraic manipulation it is easy to check
that in the case of arbitrary amplitude- and phase-func-
tion the application of the operator in (1) results in a for-
mula which is not easy to manipulate further. However,
in the case of slowly varying amplitude- and phase-
functions by using the approximations below:

(6)

and by applying the Teager-operator to the signal in
(5) we get:

(7)

The operator can also be applied to the derivative
of the signal:

(8)

By using the approximations in (6), after detailed cal-
culations we finally get the relation below for the AM-FM
signal in (5): 

(9)

Therefore, both the value of the magnitude and the
magnitude of the derivative of the phase (which is by
definition the absolute value of the angular frequency)
can be estimated by the formulae below:

(10)

(11)

So, based on equations (1), (10) and (11) the slowly
time-varying envelope and the slowly time-varying ins-
tantaneous angular frequency can be estimated from
the signal itself. It is easy to check that for the signal x(t)=
a⋅cos(ω⋅t+ϕ) these estimations give exactly the same
values of the (constant) amplitude and (constant) angu-
lar frequency. 

2.2. Discrete-time Teager-operator and the ES-algorithm
After proper sampling and suitably approximating

the derivation with differences equations (1), (10) and
(11) can be considered as the basis of the computa-
tions. According to our numerical experiments the five-

point Savitzky-Golay smoothing derivative algorithm [6]
gives acceptable results. This type of computation is
further called as direct computation. The discrete-time
version of the Teager-operator can also be derived from
the continuous form in (1) by approximating the differ-
entiation with the d(n)=x(n)–x(n–1) difference. This leads
to the next definition of the discrete-time Teager-opera-
tor:

(12)

After some algebraic manipulation it calls forth that
by applying the Teager-operator to the signal x(n)=
a⋅cos(ω⋅n+ϕ) discrete-time sequence the result is below:

(13)

where ω denotes digital angular frequency. In the
case of the discrete-time Teager operator it can be shown
that, starting from the x(n)=a(n)⋅cos(ϕ(n)) sequence the
estimation formulae of the slowly varying instantaneous
parameters are given below [2]:

(14)

(15)

The computation procedure defined by equations
(12), (14) and (15) is called ES-algorithm in the literature.
The benefit of the ES-algorithm is that it needs only
three samples for the estimation, while the direct me-
thod above needs five samples, however, in the latest
case the evaluation of the arcsin(.) function is not need-
ed for determination of instantaneous digital angular
frequency.

3. The Hilbert-Huang-transform 
and the computation of 
the instantaneous parameters

In the previous part it has been shown when several
well-defined conditions are fulfilled, the computation of
the instantaneous parameters is possible. These con-
ditions can be guaranteed e.g. with a suitable band-
pass filtering before estimation. 

A natural question could arise: is there a much more
general method for estimating the physically meaning-
ful instantaneous parameters? The question was ans-
wered positively in 1988 in a paper by Norden E. Huang
et al. [5]. The authors elaborated a signal decomposi-
tion algorithm which results in signal components having
positive instantaneous frequencies, so the instanta-
neous parameters can be estimated using these com-
ponents. 

They proposed the so-called EMD-algorithm (Empiri-
cal Mode Decomposition), they termed the component
signals as IMFs (Intrinsic Mode Function), and the ins-
tantaneous parameters of IMFs can be estimated by
using the so-called canonical representation of analytic
signals.
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3.1. The empirical mode decomposition algorithm and 
the intrinsic mode functions
The intrinsic mode functions ought to have two basic

properties [5]:
– The number of extrema and the number of the

zero-crossings are the same or their difference
equals 1,

– The mean value between the envelopes of local
maxima and local minima is zero.

Details of the algorithm for determination of the int-
rinsic mode functions can be found in [5]. When deter-
mining an IMF only local speech sample values are used,
that is the IMFs are computed with a locally adaptive
manner. Moreover, the original signal can be reconstruct-
ed by summing up the IMFs, that is:

(16)

where r(n) denotes the residual signal, mk(n) de-
notes the k-th IMF, and K denotes the number of IMFs.
There is no estimation for the number of IMFs in [5], so
it has to be determined experimentally. 

3.2. The canonical representation of the signal 
and the instantaneous parameters
As it is well known from the work of Dennis Gabor

[7], the x(t)=a(t)⋅cos(ϕ(t)) signal model is not unambigu-
ous, but the so-called canonical representation – which
can be derived from the complex analytic signal – is
unambiguous. This latter signal is composed from the
signal itself and also from its Hilbert-transform as given
below:

(17)

(18)

and the canonical representation is defined as:

(19)

The instantaneous parameters in (19) are defined as:

(20)

(21)

Although equation (21) defines the instantaneous
angular frequency as a derivative of the phase of the
analytic signal it can also be computed as the following
partial derivative:

(22)

which leads to the next relation:

(23)

which can also be reached after the completion of
the derivation in (21). Both (21) and (23) can be used
for deriving an algorithm for the estimation of instanta-

neous angular frequency. From the point of view of re-
alization we have to note there is an important relation
between the Hilbert-transform and Fourier-transform of
the signal, which is the following:

(24)

moreover, the relation below also fulfils:

(25)

where F{.} denotes the Fourier-transformation.

3.3. The computation of the discrete-time Hilbert-transform
and the estimation of the instantaneous parameters
The discrete-time Hilbert-transform of a signal can

be computed either starting from (24) and by applying
a suitable digital filtering operation [8] or by using an
FFT-based algorithm (25). After determining the Hilbert-
transform of the speech, the estimation of the instan-
taneous amplitude can be given as follows:

(26)

For the computation of the instantaneous frequen-
cy two algorithms can be derived depending on the
use of (21) or on the use of (23). By using (21) the phase-
sequence can be given with the equation below:

(27)

During the evolution of the signal the phase-change
can be given as:

(28)

where r(n) is a positive integer. After computing the
instantaneous phase by appling a suitable phase-un-
wrapping algorithm, the instantaneous digital angular
frequency can be approximated by the difference below:

(29)

Another procedure can be derived using equation
(23) and by approximating the derivation with a suitable
manner. As in the previous part, the five-point Savitzky-
Golay smoothing derivative algorithm can also be app-
lied in this case.

4. Comparison of the instantaneous
parameters computed 
with the Teager-operator and the HHT

4.1. The reconstruction of 
the signal from its instantaneous parameters
As it was presented in the second part of this paper,

the absolute value of the amplitude and the frequency
of the slowly varying signal can be estimated by using
two algorithm-pairs. In the third part the basis of the es-
timation of the instantaneous amplitude was the analy-
tic signal computed from the IMFs and the estimation of
the instantaneous frequency was determined either di-

Estimation of instantaneous parameters...
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rectly or from the instantaneous phase sequence. For
these estimations two algorithm-pairs have also been gi-
ven. Because these algorithms have been derived using
very different signal models, it is necessary to compare
the similarity or dissimilarity of the estimations of the in-
stantaneous parameters. There are four corresponding
algorithm-pairs to be compared. In order to compare these
algorithm-pairs, it is necessary to estimate the instant-
aneous parameters and from these to re-estimate the
original speech signal by using the same reconstruction
algorithm. In the case of the original signal x(n) and the
estimated signal x~(n), the performance of the algorithm-
pairs can be characterized by the noise-to-signal ratio
below:

(30)

Because only one algorithm estimates the phase di-
rectly and all the others estimate the instantaneous fre-
quency, the basis sequence in reconstruction was in all
cases the estimated instantaneous frequency and the
determination of the phase sequence was the following:

(31)

According to our numerical experiments there is a
phase-jitter between the original and the reconstructed
signal, so the best initial phase value Φ(-1) has been
determined by searching the best NSR using π/180 (1°)
phase-step.

4.2. The comparison of the method using a test signal
For the test signal the following AM-FM signal, which

can be found in the relevant literature, has been used [2]:

(32)

By examining the time-domain figure of this signal,
it is clearly an IMF, so it is expected from the EMD-algo-
rithm to give back only one IMF. This is also the case,
as it can be seen in Figure 1. The difference between
the reconstructed and the original signal can be char-
acterized numerically, as it can be found in Table 1. 

4.3. The comparison of the methods in the case of 
band-limited speech
In the case of the speech signal it is necessary to

ensure the slow changes of the parameters to be esti-
mated, which can be solved by suitable band-pass fil-
tering. Although – to our best knowledge – there is no
accepted method for designing the suitable filter, it can
be deduced from the relevant literature that a member
of some 1 CB filter bank is suitable for the application of
the Teager-operator [4] which is the basis for the above
mentioned two methods. In this part the estimation of
the instantaneous parameters of band-limited speech
signal is illustrated. 

The speech samples stem from the utterance of the
Hungarian word ‘igen’, uttered by a native male speak-
er, using 8 kHz sampling frequency and 16 bit linear
quantization. The original utterance was band-limited
to 300 Hz...3400 Hz by using a linear-phase FIR filter.
After examining the spectrogram, because of the pres-
ence of a strong formant near 500 Hz, a member of a
perceptual wavelet filter-bank has been used for further
FIR-filtering [9]. By examining the band-limited signal, it
can also be clearly seen that it is an IMF too, so it is ex-
pected from the EMD-algorithm to give back only one
IMF. This is also the case, as it can be seen in Figure 2.
The difference between the reconstructed and the orig-
inal signal can be characterized numerically, as it can be
found in Table 2. The best result has been given by the
HHT (phase-difference) method.

In Figure 2 and in the case of the Teager-operator-
based methods the deep valley at 177 ms is caused by
the realized program, because it gives back 0 value for
the instantaneous frequency in order to avoid the square
root from the negative value (see equations (10),(11),
(14) and (15)).

4.4. The comparison of the methods 
in the case of speech signals
The results presented in the previous part show that

the Teager-operator-based estimations are very similar
to those computed by the HHT-based methods. In the
following, our results in analyzing one uttered word are
presented. However, there was no band-pass filtering
in the investigations below. The EMD process itself ser-
ves as an adaptive band-pass filter-bank. The adaptive
nature of the algorithm stems from the iterative com-
puting of the upper and lower envelopes. That is, in the
case of the first IMF these envelopes are fitted to the
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Table 1. 

Characterization of the algorithm-pairs in
the case of the test signal

Table 2.

Characterization of the algorithm-pairs in
the case of the band-limited speech signal



rapid changes in the signal
structure, which means the
extraction of the higher fre-
quency signal component.
After subtracting the first IMF
from the original signal, the
procedure above is repeat-
ed in the lower frequency
parts of the signal several
times. It is not obvious how-
ever, whether this type of fil-
tering is enough for the app-
lication of the Teager-opera-
tor or not. 

This question has also been
examined with the utterance
of the Hungarian word ana-
lyzed in the previous part. It
has been mentioned in the
third part that there is no ba-
sis for the number of the IMFs.
However, according to our nu-
merical experiments, by us-
ing the first three IMFs the
original speech can be re-
constructed with NSR of -22
dB, so the instantaneous pa-
rameters have been estima-
ted in the case of the first
three IMF using the four me-
thods mentioned in the pre-
vious part of the paper. The
reconstruction itself has been
accomplished for these three
IMFs and the reconstructed
speech has been computed
by summation of the recon-
structed IMFs. 

Estimation of instantaneous parameters...
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Figure 1. 

Results of the application of
each algorithm-pair on 
the test signal. 
a) the IMF1 and its estimations
b) the theoretical instantaneous

frequency and its estimations
c) theoretical instantaneous

amplitude and its estimations

Figure 2. 

Results of the application of
each algorithm-pair on 
the band-limited speech signal.
a) the IMF1 and its estimations
b) the estimations of 

the instantaneous frequency 
c) the estimations of 

the instantaneous amplitude



For the ease of survey Figure 3 presents the parts
of the speech computed in the best case, and in the
Table 3 the numerical values can be seen. 

5. Conclusions

In this paper four methods have been proposed for the
estimation of the instantaneous amplitude and instan-
taneous frequency of the speech signal. Two of these
methods are based on the Teager-operator, and the
others are based on the HHT. The methods have been
illustrated with figures computed using a test signal and
a speech signal, moreover, a reconstruction method has
also been proposed in order to re-compute the speech
from the instantaneous parameters. The reconstruction
method was also the basis for the comparison of the
methods mentioned above. 

Our most important result is, that the Teager-opera-
tor based methods and the HHT-based methods give
similar estimates for the instantaneous parameters of
the IMFs of speech. It is planned to continue the work
to discover the application areas of the algorithms pre-
sented in this paper.
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the first three 
reconstructed IMFs.
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Data in the case 
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1. Introduction

During the 80’s and 90’s the 2nd version of TTCN (Tree
and Tabular Combined Notation) was used for testing te-
lecommunication systems based on the OSI Basic Re-
ference Model [1]. The TTCN-2 language had two proper-
ties that prevented it from wide acceptance: its difficult
tabular format and the limited application area. There-
fore, at the end of 90’s, ETSI started the redesign of
the language and standardization of TTCN version 3.

In the planning phase it was considered that be-
sides the recent conformance testing methods the new
language should be applicable for new types of tests,
like: interoperability testing, performance testing, robust-
ness testing and system testing.

ETSI gave up the close relationship to OSI BRM and
made it possible to test internet based protocols and
Application Programming Interfaces (API).

1.1. TTCN-3 Language
The first version of TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control

Notation) was published as a set of ETSI standards in
2000. Since then several minor enhancements and cor-
rections have been made on the language. The latest,
third edition of the standard documents were issued in
2005 [2]. The creators of TTCN-3 tried to get rid of the
clumsy structures and thus prevent the bad reputation
of the TTCN language, which was widespread among
telecom experts since TTCN-2. This was worth the ef-
forts since the result has been a language that is easy
to understand and helps testing considerably. The tex-
tual representation and basic control statements of
TTCN-3 is quite similar to programming languages like
C/C++ so many potential users can understand the
basic language constructions without deeper TTCN-3
knowledge.

A detailed TTCN-3 introduction can be found in [3].

1.2. History of TITAN
The development of TITAN was started as an M.Sc.

thesis work in the beginning of 2000. The main goal of

the project was to create an efficient, protocol and app-
lication independent test environment, which is also ca-
pable of running performance tests. TTCN-3, which was
still under development in ETSI at that time, was a per-
fect choice as the input language of the new test tool.

The first prototype of the system was ready in less
than one year. This version supported only a subset of
TTCN-3 language features, but its architecture was very
similar to the current state [4]. Since the first release
TITAN has been under continuous development: it fol-
lows the changes of the language specification and
has more and more convenience functions. TITAN sup-
ports almost all constructs of TTCN-3 and numerous
non-standard language extensions.

The main milestones of the development were the
following:

2000: first prototype
2001: parallel and distributed test execution
2002–2003: support of ASN.1 [5] 

and built-in encoders/decoders
2004: graphical user interface
2005: full TTCN-3 and ASN.1 semantic analysis

2. Structure of TITAN

TITAN uses C++ as intermediate language for realiza-
tion of the TTCN-3 test system. The block diagram of
TITAN test execution environment can be seen in Fi-
gure 1 (next page).

TITAN consists of the following parts:

2.1. TTCN-3 and ASN.1 Compiler
The TTCN-3 and ASN.1 compiler is the largest and

most complex part of TITAN. Its tasks include the pars-
ing and analysis of the test suite and reporting the syn-
tax and semantic errors that are present in the input. If
all modules of the test suite are found to be correct the
compiler generates C++ program modules that will be
parts of the Executable Test Suite (ETS).
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2.2. Base Library
The base library contains those common and static

parts of the ETS that are independent of the actual
test suite. It consists of manually written C++ code,
which is compiled into binary form in advance. The base
library comprises the C++ classes representing the ba-
sic TTCN-3 data types and the functions implementing
the built-in operations of the language (such as timer,
port, test component and verdict handling). Other aux-
iliary functions that are necessary to run the ETS (e.g.
the logging and configuration file processing routines)
are also parts of the base library.

2.3. Test Ports
TTCN-3 models all external communication between

the test system and the outside world using abstract
messages sent and received through communication
ports. The purpose of test ports is to bridge the gap
between the Executable Test Suite and the System
Under Test (SUT). In fact, the test ports are the C++
realizations of TTCN-3 communication ports in the ETS.

TITAN provides a well-defined programming inter-
face, the so-called Test Port API for handling incoming
and outgoing messages. Typical test port implementa-
tions communicate with the SUT using IP-based proto-
cols accessed through the socket API of the operating
system. The responsibility of test ports includes the en-
coding and decoding of structured, abstract TTCN-3 and
ASN.1 messages, that is, to transform them to and from
the transfer coding (i.e. binary octet streams used on
the underlying communication channels). 

2.4. Utility Programs
TITAN contains several small utility programs that

make test suite development, compilation, test execu-
tion and result analysis easier. There are scripts for auto-
mated test suite launching, tools for test log post-pro-
cessing (utilities for merging, formatting and filtering log
files) and so on.

2.5. Main Controller
When a test suite requires more than one TTCN-3 test

components to be run in parallel, their operation must
be coordinated. This task is done by a dedicated appli-
cation called Main Controller (MC), which belongs to
TITAN and is independent of the actual test suite. The
MC has direct connections for supervising all other com-
ponents of the TTCN-3 test system. It contributes to the
creation and termination of test components as well as
the establishment and break-down of port connections,
among others. When running performance tests the
test system can be distributed over several networked
computers to generate high traffic load against the SUT.
In this case the load balancing between the participat-
ing tester computers is also done by the MC. To avoid
bottlenecks in the test system the MC only has central
coordinating tasks; it does not take part in elementary
test operations. Further details about TITAN’s distrib-
uted test architecture can be read in [6].

Besides, the MC has the user interface for interac-
tive test execution, which can be either command line
or graphical. The current state of the test system can
be continuously monitored and the user has the possi-
bility for intervention in test run by stopping the current
test case or starting a new one.
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3. The Operation of TITAN

3.1. Syntax and Semantic Analysis
The lexical analysis and syntax checking of input

modules are done by parsers generated with conven-
tional tools GNU flex and bison. During parsing the
compiler builds up special memory structures called ab-
stract syntax tree (AST). The integrated TTCN-3 and
ASN.1 compiler has the advantage that the different
front-ends for the two languages transform the defini-
tions into the unified structures of one common AST.
This allows the direct usage of data types and values
of protocols with ASN.1 descriptions from TTCN-3 test
suites.

The purpose of semantic analysis is to detect errors
like invalid references, forbidden operations or type cla-
shes and perform some transformations on the AST for
code generation (e.g. calculating and reducing con-
stant arithmetic expressions). TITAN compiler has a one-
pass semantic analyzer, which means the algorithm
walks through the AST only once. However, the order
in which the AST nodes are visited is influenced by the
references between the definitions. The most challeng-
ing task of semantic analyzer development was to pro-
perly identify and handle the ambiguous language con-
structs of TTCN-3 and ASN.1 that cannot be classified
during the syntax check (e.g. the start operation of TTCN-
3 can refer to a port, timer or test component with the
same syntax).

When the compiler detects a syntax or semantic er-
ror it does not stop after printing the first error message,
but keeps on analyzing to discover more errors in the
test suite. Special error recovery techniques are emp-
loyed in order to prohibit error messages whenever refe-
rences point to existing, but erroneous definitions. Other-
wise one simple fault could launch an avalanche of er-
ror messages.

3.2. Code Generation
C++ code generation is based on the AST, on which

the semantic checker has made some simplifications.
The generated code of TITAN uses static typing, which
means that every TTCN-3 and ASN.1 data type is map-
ped to distinct C++ classes. The main benefits of the
statically typed run-time environment are the high exe-
cution speed and modest memory usage, since the C++
compiler can arrange the optimal memory structures for
TTCN-3 data values and their fields. A further advan-
tage of static typing is that the type correctness of
TTCN-3 operations is checked by the C++ compiler as
well. This is an extra verification step on the entire ETS
without executing it.

The latter property of the generated code was ex-
ploited in earlier versions of TITAN where the compiler
lacked semantic analyzer. Instead of building AST the
equivalent pieces of C++ code were created immedi-
ately while parsing the TTCN-3 input. The internal inter-
faces of the run-time environment were designed in such
way that TTCN-3 semantic errors were mapped to simi-

lar kinds of faults in the output, which were caught and
reported by the C++ compiler.

The significant drawback of static typing is the large
size of the generated C++ class hierarchy. The output
generated from the data types of complex protocols
has long compilation time. The large code of data types
is compensated by mapping other TTCN-3 definitions,
such as values, data templates and behavior descrip-
tions (functions, test cases, etc.) to very compact C++
code.

In case of dynamic typing, which is used by most of
commercial TTCN-3 tools on the market, all TTCN-3
data values are constructed from the same generic
structure that can carry the values of any type. Be-
cause of this every run-time operation must examine
whether the given arguments have the correct types.
This applies to, for example, the built-in elementary ope-
ration of integer addition, which has to first ensure that
the generic structures of arguments contain numbers
rather than strings or something else. The extra tasks
of dynamic typing can result in 10 or 100 times slower
execution speed compared to TITAN. 

3.3. Executable Test Suite Derivation
The entire compilation process including the trans-

lation of the test suite to C++, the compilation of gen-
erated code and test ports to binary form and the final
linking of the ETS is managed by UNIX make. A special
file called Makefile, which is interpreted by make, de-
scribes the different steps of compilation and the de-
pendencies between them. TITAN can create a Make-
file based on the list of TTCN-3 and ASN.1 modules and
test ports needed by the test suite.

Typical TTCN-3 test suites contain a lot of modules.
It can be observed that the majority of modules change
very seldom during the test development process. For
example, the modules that define the message types
of protocols will never change in normal cases. The
changes between two compilations and test runs are
usually limited to a few modules and a few lines of
TTCN-3 code within them (mostly the behavior state-
ments that describe the test cases). Since a full re-com-
pilation can take several minutes or hours in case of
complex test suites this should be avoided after minor
changes.

TITAN compiler together with the make utility sup-
ports incremental compilation. This means that the re-
sults of previous compilation are reused as much as
possible and only the updated modules are translated
to C++ and subsequently to binary code. Identification
of the modules that require re-compilation is not an
easy task in some cases. 

If the definitions of a module are imported by an-
other than any change of the imported definitions will
affect the importing definitions, which can be import-
ed into a third module, and so on. So a single change
in one module can cause several modules to be re-
compiled in order to maintain the consistency of the
ETS.

TITAN, TTCN-3 test execution environment
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Despite the above difficulties practical examples
show that the incremental build system of TITAN can
significantly decrease the compilation times and im-
prove the efficiency of TTCN-3 test suite development. 

3.4. Encoding and Decoding
During test run the abstract messages to be sent to

or received from SUT must be encoded or decoded. To
make this task easier TITAN contains several built-in
codecs, which are accessible through a special C++
API. Using the built-in codec the encoding or decoding
of a message can be done in a few lines of C++ code
regardless the complexity of the data type. The encod-
ing and decoding functionality can be placed in test
ports or external functions, which are written entirely in
C++, but can be invoked from TTCN-3.

ASN.1 data types can be encoded according to the
standardized Basic Encoding Rules (BER). TITAN sup-
ports two different encoding schemes for TTCN-3 data
types: a table-based bit-oriented (RAW) and a text-ba-
sed (TEXT) one. The exact coding rules of TTCN-3 types,
which can be quite complex in case of some protocols,

are specified using the attributes of the respective type
definitions.

3.5. Graphical User Interface
TITAN contains a Graphical User Interface (GUI)

built together with the Main Controller, which provides
a user-friendly environment both for test development
and test execution. 

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the main GUI win-
dow. The left part shows the overview of the current
project (lists of TTCN-3 modules, test ports, configura-
tion files and other source files) while the right window
lets the user follow the compilation process. The ex-
ample presents the results of an incremental compi-
lation.

4. TTCN-3 Interfaces

A TTCN-3 Executable Test Suite can communicate with
the outside world via interfaces. ETSI has defined 6 in-
terfaces in 2 standards (TTCN-3 Runtime Interface, TRI
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[7] and TTCN-3 Control Interface, TCI [8]). The two TRI
interfaces (SUT Adapter and Platform Adapter) describe
the connections between the ETS and the system un-
der test as well as the operating system (e.g. timer hand-
ling). TCI contains four interfaces: Test Management (test
case execution, test suite parameterization), Component
Handling, Coding/Decoding and Logging.

These standards describe the interfaces with pro-
gramming language independent notation and give ca-
nonical C, Java and XML mappings for the data types
and procedures. The aim of the interface standardiza-
tion was to allow users to switch from one TTCN-3 run-
time environment to a tool of another vendor without
changing the application specific software modules.

At the moment TITAN does not support any of the
standard interfaces above. There are several reasons.
On one hand, in 2002-2003, when the interface stan-
dards were published by ETSI, TITAN was already a
mature and complete TTCN-3 test system with its full
featured proprietary interfaces. On the other hand, dur-
ing the development we preferred other technical as-
pects than ETSI. 

Our goal was to provide an effective test system in
such a way that the users need to develop the small-
est and simplest external program modules possible.
Therefore TITAN provides only one programming inter-
face towards SUT, which is the test port interface. TI-
TAN supports the functionalities of other parts of TRI
and TCI as efficient built-in modules without public pro-
gramming interfaces.

TITAN test port interface has more advantages than
the SUT Adapter interface of TRI. A test port instance
always handles single TTCN-3 communication port and
consequently one protocol. Therefore the distribution
of messages of different protocols is solved by the in-
terface itself. In contrast, with TRI all the messages to-
ward SUT are processed by the same function of the
single adapter. 

The separation of different protocols has to be im-
plemented in the adapter by the user. Whenever a new
protocol or system interface is introduced in the test sys-
tem, a new test port, like a building block, can be sim-
ply added with TITAN. However, with TRI it will be ne-
cessary to redesign the entire adapter. In addition, test
ports are more suitable for distributed performance
testing since the test ports connect the TTCN-3 paral-
lel test components directly to the SUT eliminating traf-
fic bottlenecks.

Later implementation of the standardized interfaces
in TITAN could cause difficulties, because they assume
dynamic typing and multi threaded operation. Gene-
rally the interfaces of TRI and TCI were not designed
for efficient operation so the practical advantages are
questionable in TITAN. We think it would not be possi-
ble to achieve better performance, simpler structure or
more comfortable usage compared to the existing built
in functionalities of TITAN.

5. Summary

Thanks to the development and usage of TITAN, Erics-
son has joined the TTCN-3 standardization work within
ETSI. Ericsson has submitted 196 out of the total 340
Change Requests (CRs), which represents our activity
in the field of TTCN-3 standardization. Most of our CRs
resolve ambiguous structures and conflicts in the core lan-
guage; but several extensions have also been proposed,
which made the language simpler and more usable.

TITAN is the official TTCN-3 Test Tool within Ericsson
since 2003. Since then a department with almost 40
people, the Test Competence Center is working on the
development, deployment and support of TITAN and TI-
TAN-based test solutions. Our product portfolio includes
Test Ports, TTCN-3 Protocol Modules and complete Test
Suites. Test Competence Center has customers from
Ericsson units all over the world. Although TITAN has
not been sold outside Ericsson the number of its users
has been continuously growing during the last years. Al-
most 50 Test Ports and 100 Protocol modules have been
developed for TITAN, which gives a great opportunity for
testing a wide spectrum of telecommunication systems.
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1. Introduction

Sensor networks are composed of resource constrain-
ed sensor nodes and more resourced base stations. All
nodes in a network communicate with each other via
wireless links, where the communcation cost is much
higher than the computational cost. Moreover, the ener-
gy needed to transmit a message is about twice as great
as the energy needed to receive the same message.
Consequently, the route of each message destined to
the base station is really crucial in terms network life-
time: e.g., using short routes to the base station that
contains nodes with depleted batteries may yield de-
creased network lifetime. On the other hand, using a
long route composed of many sensor nodes can signi-
ficantly increase the network delay. 

Unfortunately, some requirements for the routing
protocols are conflicting. Always selecting the shortest
route towards the base station causes the intermediate
nodes to deplete faster, which results in a decreased
network lifetime (if we measure the network lifetime by
the time that lasts until the first node dies in the entire
network). At the same time, always choosing the short-
est path may result the lowest energy consumption and
lowest network delay globally. Ultimately, the routing
objectives are tailored by the application; e.g., real-time
applications require minimal network delay, while appli-
cations performing statistical computations may require
maximized network lifetime. Hence, different routing me-
chanisms have been proposed for different applica-
tions [1]. These routing mechanisms primarily differ in
terms of routing objectives and routing techniques,
where the techniques are mainly influenced by the net-
work characteristics. 

In this paper, we propose a taxonomy of sensor net-
work routing protocols, and classify the mainstream pro-
tocols proposed in the literature using this taxonomy.

We distinguish five families of protocols based on the
way the next hop is selected on the route of a message,
and briefly describe the operation of a representative
member from each group.

2. Taxonomy of routing protocols

In order to select the most suitable routing mechanism
for a sensor application, we have to classify all routing
protocols according to a well-defined taxonomy. Using
this classification, all protocols become comparable for
an application designer. As a part of this taxonomy, we
define a system model that describes the network and
operational characteristics of the routing protocols, and
an objective model that describes the routing objec-
tives of the protocols. Furthermore, the system model
encompasses the definiton of the network model as
well as the operational model of routing protocols. 

2.1. Network model

This model describes the characteristics of a net-
work that can be divided into two groups: the charac-
terisitcs of base stations, and the characteristics of sen-
sor nodes.

2.1.1. Base station
It is commonly agreed that the base station is a po-

werful device with unconstrained energy supply and
computational capacity. However, the following charac-
teristics of a base station may severely influance the
operation of a routing protocol:

Number: 
The number of the base stations can be one or more

than one. In most practical applications, the increased
number of base stations provides more robust data ga-
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thering, and may also decrease the network delay.
However, the typical number of the base stations is one.
If only one base station is presented (and there is no
need for explicit communication between sensor nodes),
the destination node for all messages is the same, while
in case of multiple base stations, the destination node
can differ for some messages. 

Mobility:
During the routing process, the base station can be

fixed (stationary) or mobile. In some applications, where
the number of base stations is too small to ensure
acceptable network delay and robustness, the base
station supports mobility during data gathering. This
property of the base station severely affects the rout-
ing protocol, since all nodes in the network field cannot
be continously aware of the current position of the
base station, and the routing mechanism needs to find
the mobile base station in the field. Moreover, the rout-
ing topology created by a routing protocol may heavily
vary in time that causes extra overhead in the network
layer. Some routing protocols cannot be employed with
mobile base stations, while others tolerate limited mo-
bility.

Presence: 
The base station can be either continously or par-

tially presented during the routing process. In the latter
case, the routing protocol must support the temporary
lack of a base station (e.g., the base station is switched
off for a certain amount of time due to maintenance
reasons), since a missing base station cannot definite-
ly mean a failure. Thus, the messages should not be
dropped or rerouted rather their delivery should be
delayed. 

Coverage:
Many routing protocols assume that base station can

cover the whole network field by its power range. In
these networks, the base station can reach every other
node, if there are no obstacles in the field. Therefore,
there is no need for routing between the sensor nodes
and the base station in such cases. However, we note
that it is not a reasonable assumption in most practical
applications; a more realistic assumption would be that
the base station can communicate with only some
nodes in its close vicinity. 

2.1.2. Sensor nodes
In most sensor networks, sensor nodes are homo-

geneous tiny devices with constrained energy supply
and computational capabilities. In addition, we assume
that all sensor nodes are stationary. The following char-
acteristics of sensor nodes may differ for some net-
works. Hence, they can influence the protocol opera-
tion. 

Deployment:
Sensor nodes can be deployed in either a deter-

ministic or a random fashion. When the nodes are de-
ployed along a road-side, or in a metro-station, the de-
ployment is rather deterministic than random. In these
cases, the routing protocol should adapt to the fixed

network topology. However, numerous routing proto-
cols proposed so far assume that the deployment is
random (e.g., the nodes are dropped out from a heli-
copter). 

Transmission power:
The transmission power can be either dynamically

adjustable or fixed. In the latter case, each sensor node
transmits each message using the same energy level.
In the former case, every node can calculate what
energy level should be used to transmit a message to
a neighboring node. This energy level may be inverse-
ly proportional to the cost assigned to the neighboring
node.

Coverage:
It is commonly assumed that a sensor node cannot

reach all nodes in the network field. A routing protocol
can require large transmission power per node in order
to get a fully connected network. However, it can only
be beneficial in small-sized networks due to the large
energy consumption and interference range. 

Addressing: 
The task of routing in sensor networks is to deliver

the queries coming from the base station to the sensor
nodes which have the requested data (in case of query-
driven routing protocols, see later), and to return the
requested data to the base station. Accordingly, we
can distinguish the addressing method of queries and
responses: 

• Query-addressing: All routing protocols which 
use query dissemination in the networks employ
data-based (What is the average temperature?),
or location-based addressing (What is the average
temperature in location (x,y)?). 

• Response-addressing: The response is either
returned on the reversed path which the query
traversed, or it is routed back purely based on
location information. In the former case, 
neighboring nodes use locally (or globally)
unique identifiers to identify the neighbor 
from which they received the query, 
and which is further used to forward the reply
towards the destination. 

MAC interface:
The data-link layer can be responsible for neighbor

discovery (where the neighbor definition is protocol-
dependent). In addition, it also need to perform the cal-
culation of cost values (where the cost definition is also
protocol-dependent). Some routing protocols are inte-
grated with the data-link layer in order to achieve bet-
ter performance in terms network delay and energy
consumption (cross layer design). However, the data-
link layer is generally not responsible for these tasks.
Thus, the routing protocol itself must calculate its own
neighbor list and the costs of neighbors. 

2.2. Operational model

The operational model describes the main orthogo-
nal operational characteristics of a routing protocol. 

A taxonomy of routing protocols...
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Communication pattern: 
A routing protocol can support the communication

from sensor nodes to sensor nodes, from base stations
to sensor nodes, as well as from sensor nodes to base
stations. 

• Node-to-Node: This communication pattern 
is not typical for sensor networks, only those 
protocols support that inherently which were 
primarily proposed for ad hoc networks but can
also be used in sensor networks. 
Generally, there is no need for this kind of 
communication in sensor networks.

• Node-to-Base station: This pattern need to be
supported in order to route responses back 
to the base station. This communication pattern
is typically reverse-multicast (many-to-one), a.k.a.
convergecast, which means that every sensor
node is able to send (directly or indirectly) 
a message to any base station. If there are 
multiple base stations or only one node is
responsible for gathering and transmitting the
sensed data to the base station, this pattern 
can also be unicast. 

• Base station-to-Node: This pattern needs to be
supported in order to route requests originated
from the base station to sensor nodes. 
This communication pattern is typically anycast
(one-to-many), which means that any sensor
node which has the requested data can respond
to the query. If some nodes are uniquely identified
in the network (by their ids, locations, etc.), then
multicast (one-to-many) and unicast (one-to-one)
patterns can also be supported. All these patterns
mean that the base station(s) are able to send
(directly or indirectly) a message to any sensor
nodes. 

Hierarchy:
Employing hierarchical routing protocols, a hierar-

chy level is assigned to each node, and a node only
forwards those messages that are originated from a
lower-level node. Optionally, a node aggregates incom-
ing data and forwards this aggregated data to upper-
layer nodes. The base station can be found on the top
of the hierarchy. The hierarchy construction can be dy-
namic or static. Using dynamic construction, the role of
the aggregator is rotated, and all nodes that are selec-
ted an aggregator will forward all data to their aggre-
gator. 

The aim of forming this hierarchy is to prolong the
network lifetime. Using non-hierarchical protocols, each
sensor node can accept all messages coming from any
other sensor nodes for further aggregation and for-
warding. Thus, any sensor node can behave as an agg-
regator node in non-hierarchical architectures. 

Delivery method:
In most routing protocols, a node selects only a sin-

gle path towards the base station, and the only instance

of a message (single/single) is forwarded along this
single path. However, a node may also select multiple
paths, and the node forwards either the single instance
of a message on a deterministically or randomly chosen
single path (multiple/single) or one copy of a message
per path (multiple/multiple). 

Computation: 
Each sensor node selects the next-hop towards the

base station either by itself in a decentralized manner,
or every node sends its neighbor list to the base sta-
tion and the base station computes the next-hop for all
nodes in the network in a centralized manner. Although
the centralized computation gives optimal solution, it
may yield heavy network communication, which is only
tolerable in small-sized networks with fixed network to-
pology. Using decentralized or centralized computa-
tions, all nodes only store the identification of their neigh-
bors, where the neighbor definition is protocol-depen-
dent. In the simplest case, a node A considers anoth-
er node B as a neighbor, if A receives a routing mes-
sage sent by B. In other cases, nodes discover their
neighbors by broadcasting simple HELLO messages
on a certain energy level. A node A considers another
node B as a neighbor, if A receives a HELLO message
sent by B. 

Next-hop: 
A common characteristic of all protocols is that each

node selects its next-hop (for the query and/or the re-
sponse) towards the destination based on locally stored
information, which may include the routing costs, next-
hop identifiers, etc. The next-hop can be selected by 

– randomly among all neighbors (probabilistic) 
– inferring routing information from the sensed

data that is carried by the message 
(content-based) 

– using the stored routing control information 
(control-based) 

– using a hierarchical-based scheme (hierarchical) 
– using geographic positions (location-based) 
– broadcasting the message and the neighbors

decide whether to re-broadcast the message
(broadcast-based) 

If both queries and responses are routed in a loca-
tion-based or broadcast-based manner, a node is typi-
cally required to store only negligible amount of routing
information like the positions of neighbors or its own
routing cost. Routing protocols belonging to this group
are stateless protocols. On the other hand, if the quer-
ies or responses are routed in a probabilistic, hierarchi-
cal, content-based or control-based manner, a node
may need more extensive processing or storage resour-
ces. These routing protocols are also referred as stateful
protocols. 

Reporting model:
The reporting model describes what initiates the

data reporting process. In this sense, we distinguish
time-driven, query-driven, and event-driven protocols. 
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Time-driven:
Employing a time-driven routing protocol, a sensor

node is triggered in specific moments, when it should
perform its measurement task and forwards the mea-
surement to its next-hop neighbor. These activations
can be periodic or one-shot in time. Short periods may
cause more traffic in the network, and the quality of
routing in terms of energy efficiency becomes a crucial
concern. Time-driven sensors may be pre-programmed,
or the reporting schedule may come with explicit quer-
ies. Furthermore, a time-driven routing protocol can sup-
port the reporting of 

– complex (the reported data has several atomic
components, e.g., temperature and humidity) 
or simple (atomic) data (e.g., only temperature 
is reported)* , 

– aggregated or non-aggregated data, 
– replicated (more than one sensor can provide

the requested information) or unique data 
(only one sensor can provide the requested
information). 

Query-driven:
In most sensor applications, the base station dis-

seminates its query in the network, while the sensor
nodes try to resolve this query, and they may send a
response back to the base station. Hence, the task of
a query-driven protocol is to route the queries to the
measurement area, and to route back the response to
this query. Furthermore, a query-driven routing protocol
can support the reporting of 

– complex or simple (atomic), 
– aggregated or non-aggregated, 
– replicated or unique data. 
Event-driven:
A sensor node sends a measurement towards the

base station only if a given event occurs (e.g., the tem-
perature falls below a certain threshold). Furthermore,
an event-driven routing protocol can support the re-
porting of 

– complex or simple (atomic), 
– aggregated or non-aggregated, 
– replicated or unique data. 
Most routing protocols belong to multiple reporting

models. 

2.3. Routing objectives

Some sensor applications only require the success-
ful delivery of messages between a source and a desti-
nation. However, there are applications that need even
more assurance. These are the real-time requirements
of the message delivery, and in parallel, the maximiza-
tion of network lifetime. 

Non-real time delivery: 
The assurance of message delivery is indispens-

able for all routing protocols. It means that the protocol
should always find the route between the communicat-
ing nodes, if it really exists. This correctness property
can be proven in a formal way, while the average-case

performance can be evaluated by measuring the mes-
sage delivery ratio. 

Real-time delivery:
Some applications require that a message must be

delivered within a specified time, otherwise the message
becomes useless or its information content is decreas-
ing after the time bound. Therefore, the main objective
of these protocols is to completely control the network
delay. The average-case performance of these proto-
cols can be evaluated by measuring the message de-
livery ratio with time constraints. 

Network lifetime:
This protocol objective is crucial for those networks,

where the application must run on sensor nodes as long
as possible. The protocols aiming this concern try to
balance the energy consumption equally among nodes
considering their residual energy levels. However, the
metric used to determine the network lifetime is also
application dependent. Most protocols assume that
every node is equally important and they use the time
until the first node dies as a metric, or the average ener-
gy consumption of the nodes as another metric. If nodes
are not equally important, then the time until the last or
high-priority nodes die can be a reasonable metric. 

3. Protocols

Table 1 overviews the network model and routing ob-
jectives of the most significant routing protocols, while
Table 2 describes the operational model of the same
protocols. We merged some protocols which have iden-
tical system model and routing objectives into a single
row (we put a star after their common name). The con-
tent of each cell is explained in Section 2, where a sin-
gle star in a cell means an arbitrary value (i.e., the pro-
tocol supports all values of the cell). In the followings,
we distinguish routing protocol families based on how
a protocol selects a next-hop on the route of the for-
warded message. We also briefly describe the opera-
tion of a representative protocol from each family. 

3.1. Content-based routing protocols

These protocols determine the next-hop on the route
purely based on the query content. This type of routing
protocols fits the most to the architecture of sensor net-
works, since the base station do not query specific
nodes rather it requests only for data regardless of its
origin. From this family of protocols and paradigms, we
briefly describe Directed Diffusion [2], which is consid-
ered to be the basis of other protocols like GBR, and
Energy Aware Routing.

Using Directed Diffusion, the base station initially
floods the network with an interest, which contains attri-
bute-value pairs describing the requested data. Upon
reception of an interests, each sensor node sets a gra-
dient towards the sender node. If a node receives the
same interest from different neighbors, then the node

A taxonomy of routing protocols...
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can set multiple gradients, which correspond to the
same interest, pointing to different neighbors. The neigh-
bors are differentiated by locally unique identifiers. The
sources forward the data along their gradients that is
followed by the intermediate nodes up to the base sta-
tion along the route. If there are more gradients at a
node for the same interest, then the node forwards
one copy of the message for each neighbor along each
gradient. A gradient defines the requested data at each
sensor node in conjuction with the next-hop towards
the base station for which a message, that contains the
requested data, should be forwarded. Each gradient is
weighted proportionally to the amount of data that is
allowed to traverse the gradient. 

After a while, the base station selects the route with
the best quality and increases the weight of the gradi-
ents along the route (positive re-inforcement), whereas
it decreases on the others (negative re-inforcement).
Intermediate nodes may aggregate the received data,
and forward this aggregated data along the corre-
sponding gradients with a rate that is proportional to
the weight of the gradient. The base station periodical-
ly re-sends the interests along the used routes in order
to keep alive the gradients of intermediate nodes. In
this way, the base station keeps the empirically best
routes and eliminates the routes that have worse qual-
ity. Optionally, all nodes can use cache techniques in
order to achieve shorter response time and increase
robustness. 

The paradigm fits well for tracking applications, and
it only requires the usage of some local addressing
method to distinguish the one-hop neighbors of a node.
One main drawback of Directed Diffusion is that it con-
sumes significant network resources until the selection
of the empirically best route.

3.2. Probabilistic routing protocols

In order to aid load-balancing and increased robust-
ness, the next-hop on the route can be selected in a
random fashion among all neighbors. These protocols
assume that all sensor nodes are homogeneous and
randomly deployed. We overview the operation of Ener-
gy Aware Routing [5] protocol as follows. 

The main objective of Energy Aware Routing is to
prolong the network lifetime by aiding load-balancing.
This on-demand protocol is destination initiated, which
means that the destination initiates the construction of
the routing topology. Using this routing protocol, sensor
nodes randomly select the next-hop neighbor for each
message to be forwarded. The probability of selecting
a certain neighbor is inversely proportional to its cost.
This cost of a neighbor depends on the residual ener-
gy of the node, and the energy needed to transmit a
message to this node. 

The neighbor list and their corresponding cost val-
ues are provided by the MAC protocol. The protocol
saves 21.5% more energy and prolongs the network
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lifetime by 44% compared to Directed Diffusion (if we
measure the network lifetime by the time until the first
node runs out of its energy supply). 

The routing protocol consists of three phases: 
1) Setup-phase 
2) Data communication phase 
3) Route maintenance 

Setup-phase
Initially, the destination disseminates a request mes-

sage in the network using a controlled flooding tech-
nique. By this message, each node determines all routes
with their costs towards the destination. 

1. The destination floods the network in the direction
of the source node with a request message containing
a cost value initially set to 0: Cost=0

2. Every intermediate node forwards the requests
for those neighbors, which are closer to the source, but
farther from the destination than the sender of the re-
quest. Formally, node Ni sends a request to Nj, where
Nj is a neighbor of Ni, only if the following equations
hold: d(Ni, NS) ≥ d(Nj, NS), d(Ni, ND) ≤ d(Nj, ND), where
d(Ni, Nj) denotes the distance of Ni and Nj, and NS, ND,
are the identifiers of the source and the destination, resp. 

3. Upon the reception of the request, Nj calculates
the cost of the route from Nj to the destination in the fol-
lowing way: CNj,Ni = Cost + Metric(Nj, Ni), where Metric
(Nj, Ni) denotes the metric between nodes Nj and Ni
(see later).

4. The requests with too high costs are silently drop-
ped by Nj. Only the requests with low costs are consid-
ered, and the corresponding neighbor is added to the
routing table of Nj: FTj = {i |CNj,Ni ≤ α (mink CNj,Nk)}

5. Nj assigns a probability to each neighbor in its
table FTj:

6. Nj calculates the average cost of all routes, that
are represented in FTj, towards the destination:

7. The cost value of the request to be re-broadcast
is set to this average cost: Cost = Cost(Nj), and the re-
quest is re-broadcast according to Step 2.

The metric used in Step 3 is calculated as follows:
Ci,j = ei,j

αRi
β, where Ci,j denotes the cost metric between

node Ni and node Nj, ei,j denotes the energy consu-
med by transmitting a message from Ni to Nj, and Ri is
the residual energy level of Ni normalized to the initial
energy level. α and β are tunable parameters. 

Data communication phase
1. The source sends the message to one of its neigh-

bors, where the neighbor is randomly selected with a
probability that is equal to the probability assigned to
the corresponding neighbor in the routing table of the
source. 
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2. Every intermediate node selects a next-hop for
the message in the same way as the source. Namely,
it selects a neighbor from its routing table with a prob-
ability that is equal to the probability assigned to the
neighbor, and forwards the message to this selected
neighbor. 

3. This process repeats until the message reaches
the destination (base station). 

Route maintenance phase
The destination (base station) infrequently updates

the routing table of all nodes by flooding the network
with new requests.

The drawbacks of the protocol are its complex add-
ressing method, and the increased communication over-
head during the setup phase compared to Directed
Diffusion. 

3.3. Location-based routing protocols

These protocols select the next-hop towards the de-
stination based on the known position of the neighbors
and the destination. The position of the destination
may denote the centroid of a region or the exact posi-
tion of a specific node. Location-based routing proto-
cols can avoid the communication overhead caused by
flooding, but the calculation of the positions of neigh-
bors may result extra overhead. The local minimum prob-
lem is common for all decentralized location-based rout-
ing protocols: it might happen that all neighbors of an
intermediate node are farther from the destination than
the node itself. In order to circumvent this problem, every
protocol uses different routing techniques. Here, we de-
scribe the operation of GEAR (Geographical and Enegy
Aware Routing) [6], which is a sensor-specific location-
based routing protocol.

Employing GEAR, a sensor node sends the request
to only one neighbor towards the destination. Thus, the
initial flood of the query is avoided and the protocol
saves more energy than Directed Diffusion. The re-
sponse can be routed in the same way as the query is
routed, or some different mechanism may be used for
response routing similar to Directed Diffusion. Each node
maintains an estimated and a learned cost value for
each destination. The learned cost value is used to cir-
cumvent holes in the network, and it is considered as a
refinement of the estimated cost value. If there are no
holes along a route (every intermediate node has a
neighbor that is closer to the destination than the node
itself), then the learned cost value equals to the esimat-
ed cost value for the destination at a node. 

The protocol consists of two phases: 
1) Forwarding the messages towards the target region 
2) Disseminating the message within the target region

Forwarding the messages towards 
the target region
An intermediate node N selects the next-hop from

those neighbors that are closer to the destination than

N. The next-hop neighbor must have the minimal learn-
ed cost value among the closer neighbors. If such neigh-
bor does not exist, then N selects the neighbor which
has the minimal learned cost value among all neighbors.
Initially, the learned cost value equals to the estimated
cost value for all nodes, where the latter one can be
computed using the following formula: 

c(Ni, R) = αd(Ni, R) + (1 – α)e(Ni), 

where d(Ni, R) is the distance between neighbor Ni
and the centriod of the target region, e(Ni) is the nor-
malized residual energy of Ni, and α is a tunable para-
meter. Every intermediate node calculates its own esti-
mated cost, and broadcasts its cost value. Thus, every
node will be aware of the estimated cost of its neigh-
bors. Initially, the learned cost value for destination R is
h(Ni, R) = c(Ni, R). 

After N sends the message to its selected neighbor
Nmin (which has the minimal learned cost value for R),
N updates its own learned cost: 

h(N, R) = h(Nmin, R) + C(N, Nmin),

where C(N, Nmin) denotes the cost of transmitting a
message from N to Nmin in terms of energy, distance,
normalized residual energy, or a combination of these
metrics. Therefore, if the path from N to R is composed
of n nodes, the learned cost value of the path conver-
ges to the real cost of the path within n steps. Addition-
ally, all nodes broadcast their own learned costs infre-
quently. Hence, nodes can circumvent any holes in the
network using learned cost values with appropriate up-
date techniques. 

Apart from prolonging the network lifetime, GEAR suc-
cessfully delivers even 80% more messages than other
location-based routing protocols like GPSR.

Disseminating the message within 
the target region
When a message reaches the target region, the

nodes inside this region employ either controlled or re-
cursive flooding technique in order to disseminate the
message inside the region. Controlled flooding is sug-
gested to be used if nodes are not densely deployed.
In high-density networks, recursive geographic flooding
is more energy efficient than restricted flooding. In that
case, the region is divided into four subregions and four
copies of the message are created. This splitting and
forwarding process continues until the regions with only
one node are left. 

3.4. Hierarchical routing protocols

In case of hierarchical protocols, all nodes forward a
message for a node (also called aggregator) that is in
a higher hierarchy level than the sender. Each node
aggregates the incoming data by which they reduce
the communication overload and conserve more ener-
gy. Therefore, these protocols increase the network life-
time and they are also well-scalable. 
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The set of nodes which forward to the same aggre-
gator is called cluster, while the aggregator is also re-
ferred as clusterhead. Clusterheads are more resour-
ced nodes, where resource is generally means that their
residual energy level is higher than the average. The
reason is that they are traversed by high traffic and
they perform more computation (aggregation) than other
nodes in the cluster. Hierarchical routing is mainly two-
layer routing where one layer is used to select cluster-
heads and the other layer is used for routing. In the fol-
lowings, we overview the operation of LEACH (Low Ener-
gy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) protocol [3], which has
been served as a basis for several other routing proto-
cols like TEEN, APTEEN, etc.

In LEACH, nodes dynamically form a cluster in a dis-
tributed manner. Clusterheads are elected randomly,
and this role is dynamically rotated in order to aid load-
balancing. Each clusterhead aggregates all data com-
ing from its cluster, and the aggregated data is for-
warded directly to the base station. Therefore, LEACH
assumes that all nodes in the network are able to reach
the base station directly. LEACH uses a TDMA/CDMA
MAC to reduce inter-cluster and intra-cluster collisions. 

However, data collection is centralized and is per-
formed periodically. Therefore, this protocol is most app-
ropriate when there is a need for constant monitoring
by the sensor network. Simulations showed that only
5% of nodes need to act as clusterheads in order to mi-
nimize energy consumption. The operation of LEACH
consists of two phases; setup phase and steady state
phase. These phases periodically repeats after each
other, a consecutive setup and steady state phase is
also called a round during the protocol run.

Setup phase
In the setup phase, clusters are created and clus-

terheads are selected. A given fraction of nodes, de-
noted by p, declare themselves as clusterheads at the
beginning of each round in the following way (from si-
mulation results, p typically equals to 0.05). A sensor
node n chooses a random number between 0 and 1. If
this number is greater than a threshold denoted by T(n),
then node n declares itself as a clusterhead, where

if n∈ G. In the formula of T(n), r denotes the round
number, and G is the set of nodes which have not been
selected as a clusterhead in the last 1/p rounds. After-
wards, the newly selected clusterheads advertise their
clusterhead status in a message broadcast in a certain
energy level. 

Every node except the clusterheads decide on the
cluster to which they want to belong to. This decision is
based on the signal strength of the advertisement. The
non-clusterhead nodes inform their selected cluster-
heads that they will be a member of the cluster. After-
wards, a clusterhead creates a TDMA schedule and as-
signs a time slot to each node when it can transmit. This
schedule is broadcast to all members in the cluster.

Steady state phase
In the steady state phase, the cluster-members for-

ward all measured data to their clusterheads. After re-
ceiving all data, a clusterhead forwards the aggregated
data to the base station. At the end of the phase (after
a certain time determined a priori), the network is switch-
ed to setup phase again in order to create new clus-
ters. The duration of the steady state phase is longer
than the duration of the setup phase in order to mini-
mize overhead.

A disadvantage of the protocol is that it is not app-
licable to networks deployed in large areas, since all
nodes must be able to reach the base station directly.
Another drawback is that the protocol assumes that all
cluster-members continously report data to their cluster-
head. Furthermore, it might happen that the elected
clusterheads will be concentrated in one part of the
network. Hence, some nodes will not have any cluster-
heads in their vicinity. Moreover, the protocol assumes
that all nodes have the same initial energy level. All
despite, the main problem might be the extra overhead
caused by dynamic clustering.

3.5. Broadcast-based routing protocols

The operation of these protocols is very straightfor-
ward. Each node in the network decides individually
whether to forward a message or not. If a node decides
to forward, it simply re-broadcasts the message. If it de-
clines to forward, the message will be dropped. To the
best of our knowledge, the only representative of this
protocol family is called MCFA (Minimal Cost Forwarding
Algorithm) [4].

The main advantage of MCFA is that nodes do not
store any information about their neighbors, only their
own cost. The protocol consists of two phases. In the
first phase, each node calculates its own cost which is
eventually the cost of the minimal costed route from the
node to the base station. In order to perform this cost
calculation, the base station floods the whole network
with a request message with a cost field C initialized to
0. Initially, all node costs are set to infinity. 

A node Ni, which receives the request message
from node Nj, delays the re-broadcasting with a time
proportional to α ⋅ CNi,Nj (in order to choose the correct
α value for the link between Ni and Nj the protocol
should take into account the link delay, and link relia-
bility), where CNi,Nj denotes the cost of the link between
Ni and Nj (energy consumption, delay, etc.). Afterwards,
Ni updates the cost field in the request message: C =
C + CNi,Nj, sets its own node cost to C, and finally re-
broadcasts the updated request message. After re-
broadcasting, Ni declines to re-broadcast any further
request messages. In [4], the authors proved that in
ideal cases (when α is sufficiently large) each node re-
broadcasts only one request message, which contains
the minimal cost of the node. 

In the second phase, all nodes are able to forward
any messages towards the base station in the follow-

A taxonomy of routing protocols...
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ing way. The source node N places its own cost CN into
the message to be sent, and finally broadcasts the
message. A node M receiving this message checks
whether CN - CN,M = CM. If it holds, then M is on the min-
imal costed route between the base station and node
N, so it re-broadcasts the message after placing CN,M
into the message. Otherwise, M drops the message.
Every subsequent node can check whether it lies on
the minimal costed route or not based on the cost val-
ues inferred from the message. 

A drawback of the protocol is that every node receiv-
ing a message must perform extra computation in order
to determine whether it is on the minimal route or not. 

4. Summary

In this work, we classified routing protocols proposed
for wireless sensor networks. In Section 2, we present-
ed a novel taxonomy of sensor routing protocols. As a
part of this taxonomy, we defined a network model, an
operational model, and various routing objectives. 

In Table 1 and 2, we listed the most significant sen-
sor routing protocols according to this taxonomy, where
Table 1 contains the classification of routing protocols
based on the network model and routing objectives,
while Table 2 describes the operational characteristics
of the same protocols. In Section 4, we divided all pro-
tocols into five groups according to the applied next-
hop selection mechanism. Finally, we briefly described
the operation of a representative sensor routing proto-
col from each of these groups.
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1. Introduction

CASCADAS [1] is one of the four EU 6th Framework
IST-FET projects (ANA, HAGGLE, Bionets, CASCADAS)
that aim at researching situated, autonomic technolo-
gies from different viewpoints [2]. The goal of CASCA-
DAS is to reduce the costs (management, communica-
tion, development, configuration etc.) of future emerging
complex, highly distributed, pervasive services through
a self-organizing network managing knowledge and
adapting to the situation.

CASCADAS goals can be formulated on different le-
vels. On the theoretical level, we aim to develop a com-
mon abstraction (ACE, meaning Autonomic Communi-
cation Element), and based on it, identify/provide mo-
dels, algorithms and general principles in the fields of
self-organization, knowledge network, pervasive super-
vision and security. In practice, we prove the feasibility/
operability of the theoretical models employing demon-
strational applications. A secondary goal is to elaborate
towards new results in the field of communication. One
idea is to work out a new communication pro-
tocol that also makes use of the physical proxi-
mity in the network, running directly above
Layer2.1 Another idea is that ACEs are run-
ning over CPN (Conceptual Packet Network)
[3], making use of the self-organization and
optimization possibilities provided by the CPN.

2. The CASCADAS vision

This section elaborates about the motivations
and goals of the projects, giving detailed in-
troduction/summary about background prin-
ciples and the meaning of the keywords.

2.1. Vision

In the CASCADAS vision, the world is proceeding
towards pervasive, situation-aware services; the pro-
ject’s goal is to explore emerging problems, elaborate
models and provide solutions [4]. The basis of the
abstraction is a common lightweight model, the ACE.
Future services are envisioned to be available through
ACEs (Figure 1). ACEs solve communication and man-
agement problems in an automatic and autonomic way,
seeking for a kind of optimality. 

– ACEs perceive and organize knowledge about
the situation in order to understand it, including
physical, technological, social, user-specific 
and problem-specific aspects.

– ACEs are capable of self-configuration and self-
adaptation. They modify themselves and 
re-parameterize the services provided, in order 
to adapt to the situation.

Figure 1.  
Principles and tools in the CASCADAS vision
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– ACEs make up into self-organized structures
(e.g. in order to optimize the service or 
to create a new composed service).

– ACEs have self-* properties 
(self-healing, self-similarity, self-configuration, etc.)

The project examines autonomic self-organizing com-
munication elements from several viewpoints: 

(1) The ACE model. Defining a common abstraction,
modelling, creating a framework. 

(2) Semantic self-organization. Composition of ACEs,
mobility. 

(3) Knowledge networks. Creation of knowledge
network and knowledge management. 

(4) Pervasive supervision. Observing the procedures
on the distributed system, and interventions
when needed (e.g. self-healing). 

(5) Security. Besides classical tasks (authorization,
right management, cryptography), reputation
based trust models.

2.2. Keywords and the meaning behind

CASCADAS – just like the 3 sister projects – uses
several keywords and principles that may not be com-
monly known in the telecom sector. Many of them have
similar, partially overlapping meanings, and also there
are some which are just new titles for long-known con-
cepts.

Autonomic
The word “autonomic” gained wide attention first in

2001, as IBM started the “autonomic computing” initia-
tive, aiming to create a self-managing artificial system,
similar to the human autonomic nervous system. IBM
had identified four (plus one) functional elements that
are vital for autonomic operation:

– Self-Configuration: 
automatic configuration of components.

– Self-Healing: 
automatic discovery, and correction of faults.

– Self-Optimization: 
automatic monitoring and control of resources 
to ensure the optimal functioning with respect to
the defined requirements.

– Self-Protection: 
proactive identification and protection from 
arbitrary attacks.

There is a difference between autonomic and auto-
matic systems. “Automatic” means that the process is
executed by itself, without external intervention. Auto-
nomic means more: besides being of course automat-
ic, it also shows self-* aspects (a kind of intelligence).

CASCADAS ACE is an autonomic component, hav-
ing all four necessary properties.

Autonomic communication
Autonomic communication means that even the

communication has self-* properties. First, the commu-
nication technology should be fault-tolerant and self-

optimizing; on the other hand, communication parties
themselves are also making decisions in an autonomic
way (message sending and receiving, interpreting the
message, and the reaction to it). 

Having a more abstract look at the problem, it can be
said, that the goal of the IBM autonomic initiative was
to adapt the system to a more or less known environ-
ment. In case of autonomic communication, the envi-
ronment is highly variant, but through talking to each
other, it is possible to get known with it, moreover, also
to affect it on a certain level. Autonomic communication
also means that the intelligence of the system is not
centrally located, but is spread over the components. 

Autonomic communication is the basic principle of
CASCADAS.

Pervasive services
Pervasive (ubiquitous, everywhere) service means

that the source of the service is rather the environment
than a distinct computer. This can be interpreted in se-
veral ways. It may mean semantic labelling, a locality
concept (that the service is only available for nearby
clients), intensive logical mobility (the service is moving
freely over the network to find the best environment), or
that the environment re-organizes itself according to the
actual needs (e.g. creates new instances of popular
services). Another interpretation is that services simply
surround the user (even the toaster is regarded as a
computer).

Typically, pervasiveness is supplemented with intel-
ligent aspects such as self-organization or autonomy.

CASCADAS focuses on pervasive services; it’s an im-
portant element of the vision.

Situation-aware, situated
Situation-awareness (context-awareness, environ-

ment-awareness) is a kind of re-consideration of princi-
ples that are present in numerous fields (e.g. agent mo-
dels, control theory). The meaning is that the element
observes the context, and reacts accordingly by a four-
step process: observation of the context, interpretation
(understanding) of the acquired information, calculating
the reaction, and response/intervention.

Soon after the introduction of context-awareness
models, two problems were identified. Communication
boom means that increasing the size of the system, the
number of propagated messages (context/state infor-
mation) increase exponentially; resulting that protocols
that worked well for a small system are often not applic-
able for a real-life, large system. The other problem is
about the understanding: can we assume a common
ontology being present in the background that guaran-
tees that each ACE will understand the received mes-
sage correctly (in case it doesn’t drop it as unknown)?
A possible solution is to have a common environment
model that includes the message ontology (which may
change or refine in a flexible way with the environment
model).

ACE is a situation-aware component.
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Locality concept
The concept of locality is closely related to perva-

siveness. Locality means that – due to self-organiza-
tion, mobility, etc. – the service provider and its user are
near to each other in the system, so as a result, only
local communication is needed (messages are to be
propagated to nearby parts of the system as those in-
terested in it are there anyway).

Another interpretation is that the value of an infor-
mation atom is the highest around its origin place, as we
go farther in terms of time and space, its importance/
accuracy/correctness decreases (for example, a state-
ment like “it’s 5 o’clock” will be less and less accurate as
time goes on, and the truth of “I’m in London” decreases
as I’m flying back to Hungary). 

In pervasive systems, the locality concept – mean-
ing either logical or physical locations – is intrinsic, as
the source of the service is in the direct environment of
the user. In CASCADAS, locality concept is intrinsic in the
service access model (pervasive services), besides, the
knowledge network also supports a kind of local behav-
iour.

Mobility
In the CASCADAS vision, mobility is a basic proper-

ty of the ACE. In order to avoid misunderstandings, by
“mobility” we do not mean physical mobility (that the
ACE leaves the WLAN covered area) but logical mobil-
ity (that the ACE is able to move freely among the pla-
ces of the network that are able to accept it).

3. Tools

Let us discuss in more detail, how CASCADAS is aiming
to realize its goals. The tools are: knowledge network
building, self-organization, pervasive supervision and a
distributed security system.

3.1. Knowledge network

Approaching the problem from the low level, the
ACE acquires environment-descriptive information from
the knowledge network. But the knowledge network is
more than a pure information store or environment abs-
traction, it is able to organize the knowledge and to
optimize itself. To follow the self-similarity paradigm, the
knowledge network is built up from the ACEs; and if an
ACE has any information that is worth to put into the
knowledge network, it can place it there.

Knowledge network supports the concept of locali-
ty, so that stored information is important first of all for
the neighbourhood, and its value/usefulness decreas-
es with time/distance. Locality can be of logical or phys-
ical nature. The difference comes to the surface when
ACEs are moving: in physical mobility, the originating
location is important, while in logical mobility it is the
originator ACE that counts. So, in logical mobility, the
information should follow the moving ACE (which is the

easiest to implement if the ACE stores the concerning
information in itself).

Knowledge network also supports non-local, self-or-
ganizing operation, which is drafted through hierarchi-
cal, self-organizing overlays. As for now, intra-overlay
communication is local, and non-local communication
can be achieved via inter-overlay flows.

The knowledge network consists of knowledge atoms
which are the basic building blocks of the knowledge
self-organization.

3.2. Self-organization

Self-organization may have several goals, e.g. to
help the service and the client to find each other (mov-
ing them physically closer), to increase service quality
(e.g. by replication of the service, by grouping similar ser-
vices and using load balancing), or to create new comp-
lex services. The basic operation of self-organization is
the aggregation which may be weak or strong. Strong
aggregation is exclusive (the component is forbidden
to take part in other compositions when it participates in
a strong composition).

Self-organization may result in structures that are
technically overlays. The big difference to common over-
lay networks is that in the CASCADAS ACE network,
there are autonomic elements in the higher levels as well
(and as such elements, they’re not guaranteed to work
always deterministically from the external point of view).

3.3. Pervasive supervision

Pervasive supervision assures self-healing and self-
optimization abilities. The supervisor authority observes
the context and the operation of the system (or rather
just those ACEs which agreed to be supervised), look-
ing for errors, misbehaviours or processes that can be
optimized. If it is needed, the supervisor can also inter-
fere: it may instruct to review a possibly wrong self-or-
ganization, or ask an ACE to move, or initiate the heal-
ing of a faulty environment-model etc. Supervision is
based on a contract, where the supervised ACE binds
itself to unconditionally execute the supervisor’s com-
mands (so in some way, its autonomy is limited in the
supervised period). Why do we call the supervision “per-
vasive”? It is, because the pervasive is ubiquitous, it’s
present on all levels at the same time (network, commu-
nication, content, self-organization, social aspects, etc.).

From the theoretical point of view, supervision is one
of the most important tools; it enables ACEs to get out
from a quasi stochastically self-organized, error sensi-
tive, somewhat inflexible state and gain chance for self-
healing and self-optimization.

3.4. Security

The primary goal of the security subsystem in CAS-
CADAS is to add protection to the system (authentica-
tion, authorization, message integrity, DoS protection). 

CASCADAS
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As secondary goal, it contributes to the ACE envi-
ronment model, through a reputation based trust mo-
del. A reputation registry is maintained about the past
of ACEs. Knowing the past may help in the current co-
operation (good reputation means trust, bad reputation
warns).

4. The ACE model

ACE is the common abstraction which the four tools are
organized around. ACE is a component model and its
mapping to an architecture (architecture is not covered
in this paper).

4.1. The basic ACE model

ACE can be examined on different abstraction levels.
Let’s start from the abstract ones and move towards
the direct models [5].

Common part, specific part 
CASCADAS ACE consists of two parts: a Common

part and a Specific part (Figure 2). The Common part
contains those functionalities that are present in all ACE
instances. The Specific part contains everything behind
that, e.g. service providing ability. The functionality of
the Specific part can be explored through communica-
tion with the Common part.

Figure 2.  Two parts of the ACE

How does an ACE work?
The operation of ACE is based on its two models:

the Self-Model and the Environment Model (Figure 3).
Self-Model describes its own operation and goals; while
Environment Model models the environment. Both can
vary in time: adapt, refine, and get reviewed. As the ACE
knows its own possibilities and goal, it is able to create
a plan (or more than one plans and choose the best
one) and behave as it prescribes. Actions may be reac-
tive (answer for an incoming request/signal) or proac-
tive (there is no external trigger to it). The internal intel-
ligent part of the ACE determines the actions based on
the Environment Model and the Self Model (which –
besides message sending – can also be the review/al-
tering of a model).

Figure 3.  
ACE operates based on the Self- and Environment model

Conceptual model
The conceptual ACE model summarizes the back-

ground as a set of short, clear statements (as visualized
in an UML diagram as well), see Figure 4.

– ACE provides service towards other ACEs. 
– Each ACE resides on one location at the same

time (of course, the location may change as 
the ACE moves).

– ACEs use message based communication.
Although the communication is theoretically 
a 3-step process: discovery (the parties locate
each other), contracting (agreeing on the inter-
action conditions), interaction. In simple cases
the steps can be implicit and overlapping 
(e.g. in case of a broadcasted question and 
a returned answer, we can say that the question
contained a default contract which was accepted
as the responder returned the answer), 
in complex cases, phases may become explicit.
There may be intrinsic contracts that are valid
from the time of instantiation (e.g. allowing for
the usage of SEE ACE services, see later).

– The ACE has two models: a Self-Model and 
an Environment Model.

– ACE is self-similar in the meaning of a possible
aggregation (the aggregate is an ACE, too).

– The ACE creates and manages plans in order 
to realize its goals.

4.2. Execution Environment

For security and other considerations, a special ACE
type was defined: the SEE ACE (Service Execution En-
vironment ACE). The SEE is obligatory to be the first
ACE on the location (e.g. on the computer); it is instan-
tiated explicitly, and unable to move. All non-SEE ACEs
are free to move with the limitation that on the desti-
nation location there must be already at least one ACE
(which condition is trivially satisfied by the SEE ACE). So,
in other words, ACEs can freely move amongst SEEs.

As it is guaranteed to have an SEE ACE on each
location where ACEs may occur, there’s a possibility to
place a kind of “platform functionality” in the specific
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part of it. The mobile ACE first explores the new SEE,
and then uses the platform functionality through it.

4.3. The ACE model and the CASCADAS tasks

Knowledge network
The ACE model gains information about its environ-

ment (context) through the knowledge network (KN), this
is the source of the environment model. KN may ans-
wer concrete questions or may provide a subscription
based notification service.

From the technical point of view, two models are pos-
sible for the relationship of ACEs and the KN: either all
ACEs belong to the KN, or there are ACEs that are out-
side of the KN (but may use it). Our current opinion is
that the obligatory KN membership could make the com-
ponent model too heavy (while a lightweight model is
intended). So, in our actual model, the specific part of
KN-member ACEs contains the functionality to put know-
ledge into the KN, to organize it, and to query and de-
lete information.

Self-similarity
ACEs are able to create weak and strong aggrega-

tions. In case of weak (or lazy) aggregation, the coop-
erating parties don’t stop autonomous elements, they
just bound themselves to a kind of cooperation. Accord-
ing to the cooperation contract, parties may have con-
fidential information about each other (e.g. they know
the abstraction of the others’ Self-Models), in order to
achieve a more successful cooperation. The same ACE
can participate in more than one weak aggregation at
the same time.

In case of strong aggregation, one can differentiate
between the container ACE and the contained ACEs.
The concept of the cooperation is that the container
ACE has full access rights and control on the contain-
ed elements; it is able to access the specific parts of
them. Of course, in order to make use of the contained
specific functionalities, the contained Self-Models (and
Environment Models) need to be integrated into the

container ACE. Please note that in case of strong co-
operation, the autonomicity of the contained ACEs is
basically lost, as all decisions are made by the con-
tainer, and the contained ACEs are not directly acces-
sible anymore. On the other hand, strong aggregation
makes it possible to achieve formerly unreachable things,
e.g. the container ACE can freely combine the contain-
ed specific part functionalities. Participating in a strong
aggregation requires exclusivity.

4.4. Pervasive supervision

Supervision needs to access more information than
any other member of the system. It may monitor every-
thing, not only messages, but also the internal parts and
processes of the ACE, the Self-Model, the Environment
Model, the flow of decision making, and the interaction
(output). The supervised ACE obliges itself to make the
concerning information available for the supervisor. Theo-
retically, supervision is able to supervise the common
part only, as there are no preliminary assumptions on the
specific part (it may be anything: a Prolog engine, some
machine level code, or even a disguised human future
teller). So, the specific part can be monitored through
the input/output channels only, and the observed things
can be compared with the abstract description of the
functionality (that is part of the Self-Model). It is also pos-
sible that the ACE doesn’t publish its complete self-mo-
del to the supervisor, but only an abstraction of it. In this
case, the possibilities of the supervisor are limited (a de-
terministic error may be observed as non-deterministic2).

Naturally, in order to assure self-similarity, the super-
visor is also an ACE – it just meets stricter requirements
than a “normal” one (e.g. security).

5. Sample scenarios

Results will be demonstrated through sample scenarios.

5.1. Pervasive content sharing

Pervasive content sharing consists of several sub-
scenarios: pervasive advertisement, friend search and
a pervasive (tourist/museum) information system.

Maybe the most interesting one – and the most dif-
ferent from other project – is the pervasive advertise-
ment application scenario. ACE-controlled, adaptive ad-
vertisement surfaces are spread over the city (e.g. dis-
plays), that observe nearby people’s preferences (e.g.
based on the user preference descriptor ACE running
on the mobile phone), and display the most fitting ad-
vertisement on the surface. 

For example, for a group of young people, an ad of
a rock concert is displayed; while in front of managers,
the poster of the newest gold watch is shown. Ethic
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Figure 4.  Conceptual ACE model

2  Let’s take a very simple example of cooperation. If John gives Jill an apple, Jill will be happy; but if in the meanwhile, John pulls Jill’s hair,
Jill won’t be happy. If the abstract model doesn’t contain information about the way of delivering the apple (with or without pulling the hair)
the supervisor won’t be able to find out the cause of the error (unhappiness).



problems should be taken into account as well (e.g.
even if the majority prefers the trailer of a new horror mo-
vie it mustn’t be displayed in the case even one young
kid is present).

This scenario is intended to demonstrate pervasive,
situation-aware elements.

5.2. Distributed auctions

In the distributed auction scenario, users intend buy-
ing or selling goods, through creating and parameteriz-
ing buyer/seller ACEs and sending them out to the net-
work. As ACEs move on over the network, they can join
auctions. As the system assumes to have a very big
number of participants, auctions are always operated
locally (only nearby elements can participate, and only
local communication is needed). So, the goal of an ACE
is to get to the most optimal location, both from the net-
work point of view (fast network connection, small com-
munication delay) and content point of view (near to the
semantically matching partners).

This scenario is to demonstrate self-organization, the
usage of the KN (for self-organization or just to look up
how much did a product cost last time), the utilization of
the reputation information (“is the partner reliable?”, “has
it ever cheated?”), and pervasive supervision, accord-
ingly.

6. Towards a new communication model

As the ACE communication is under development, this
section gives only a small insight to the ongoing work. 

The ACE communication is message-based and ACEs
know about themselves which message types they un-
derstand. There are common message types understood
by all ACEs (e.g. service discovery message, heartbeat
towards the supervisor).

At least the following addressing schemes are con-
sidered: 

(1) Broadcasting. The message is addressed to every-
one/anyone. The trick in the propagation of such a mes-
sage is that as the propagation is carried out by ACEs
– so autonomic elements –, it is possible that the mes-
sage won’t really reach all network members (e.g. in or-
der to avoid the flood overloading). 

(2) Recipient(s). The message is addressed to those
ACEs where the ACE ID matches with at least one of
the recipient IDs. IDs are not required to be unique, so
it is possible to use group addressing or property bas-
ed addressing (if ID is a set of properties). 

(3) Nearby. The message is propagated to nearby
ACEs only (direct neighbours or a few hops away). The
sender doesn’t need to know the recipients (not even
via properties), they are specified through the structure
of the network. This addressing scheme has interesting
side effects: e.g. if ACE X sends out a message to the
nearby ACEs, and one neighbour (ACE Y) replies with a
nearby type message, the recipients of the reply may dif-

fer from the recipients of the original message. A possible
solution is to specify the centre (e.g. nearby(ACE X)).
The nearby addressing significantly differs from usual
“IP world” addressing schemes and it seems to fit well
to the requirements of pervasiveness. 

(4) OneOf(list). The message should be delivered to
at least one of the recipients. 

7. Summary

This paper had two goals: to promote the CASCADAS
project; and, through this project, to give a draft intro-
duction to today’s important concepts, principles and
keywords in the field of ambient intelligence.

We gave a general summary about the motivations
and goals of the CASCADAS project; and besides dis-
cussing the general project vision, we also offered in-
sight into the ongoing work (conceptual ACE model, de-
monstration scenarios).

What is ambient intelligence in CASCADAS? The pro-
ject goal is to provide a general ambient intelligence mo-
del: there are intelligent elements at all points of the net-
work (even at higher levels) resulting in a fully distributed
intelligent system. The system is lead by the autonomic
decisions, cooperation and aggregation of intelligent ele-
ments; resulting in a multi-level autonomic system with
self-healing, self-optimizing and self-configuring abilities.
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1. Introduction

It is a widely known fact in connection with microwave
networks that the transmission level is strongly affected
(namely, decreased) by objects or substances located
between any pairs of transmitter and receiver stations,
in the so-called Fresnel-zone. These objects and sub-
stances, simply obstacles, may get into the zone tem-
porally or permanently. Also, they may be artificial or
natural objects, and they might be of meteorological
origin, too, like rain or fog. If unexpected decrease of
the transmission quality is perceived, an alarm or indi-
cation of some action to be immediately done is usual-
ly indicated at the operator screen. While the investi-
gation of the reason of such service degradation by
human staff is a generally successful method for taking
care of the problem, it is far from being the most eco-
nomical solution. In such cases it is reasonable to use
intelligent decision making in the network supervision
system which can autonomously decide from the de-
gree of attenuation and from its time dependent be-
haviour what the original reason of the decrease in the
signal level could be. The system might automatically
recommend the necessary action in order to eliminate
or compensate the unwanted behaviour at the user
interface of the supervision system. 

This paper presents the intelligent module of a net-
work supervision system created in the framework of a
successfully completed National R&D Programme pro-
ject [5]. This module performs intelligent inference ta-
ken from the change of the transmission level (de-
crease values calculated from the signal levels at the
transmitter and receiver end). Such changes are de-
duced from the values read by the sensors of the su-
pervision system. The result of this inference is present-

ed via the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the system.
Here, we focus only on one issue in this study, namely
on the intelligent recognition of different precipitation
categories that may occur in the temperate continental
climatic zone. 

Different alarm levels, which will be illustrated later
by some examples, can be divided into two categories.
The first one contains hardware failures and functional
decay of the equipment at the microwave stations which
may occur suddenly or gradually during a longer period
of operation time. The system initiates some (human
staff related) maintenance action in such cases. The
second category covers the phenomena when the re-
ceived signal level decreases because of various ob-
stacles gotten into the Fresnel-zone. A typical example
is the setting up of a poster in an urban environment,
which can significantly damage the quality of transmis-
sion between two stations. (This often happens on the
roof of a building, while stations are also located at var-
ious roofs, thus a bigger poster might completely block
the visibility of the two stations from each other.) In such
a case a measure totally different from the previously
mentioned maintenance action is needed, e.g. the re-
location of the transmitter and/or the receiver station will
be necessary. 

Another example for this category of phenomenon
is when in a rural neighbourhood a forest located be-
tween transmitter and receiver stations gets leaves in
the spring. By this the total area of covered cross sec-
tion within the Fresnel zone increases tremendously,
thus decreasing the transmission quality. This phenom-
enon may be compensated by the automatic resetting
of the transmitter performance cyclically and annually.
The previous two examples were typical illustrations for
an artificial and a natural obstacle.
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The scope of problems investigated in our demon-
stration system belongs to the category of meteorolog-
ical phenomena. The separation of the phenomenon
of fading caused by rain/fog and the transmission prob-
lems caused by different obstacles can be done by
recognising the more or less isotropic behaviour of the
decrease of the received signal level occuring in a geo-
graphically closed area. The lack of directionality and
simultaneousity of the decrease are usually good indi-
cators of rainfall in the neighbourhood of a given sta-
tion. Often a group of stations with a number of station
pairs are observed at the same time in order to recog-
nise isotropy. 

It is worth mentioning that these two phenomenon
groups may exceptionally result in a combined effect,
such as when a leafy forest located between the trans-
mitter and receiver stations receives rain that is accu-
mulated on the surface of the leaves, and so, even for
longer period after the rainfall, may cause strong aniso-
tropic fading because of the water drops on the leaves
that act together as thousands of tiny refractors for the
microwave signals. 

Next, the background of the computational intelli-
gence method applied to intelligent decision making is
discussed. In Section 2, the foundations of fuzzy sys-
tems are introduced. Hierarchical fuzzy systems are brief-
ly presented in Section 3. The fuzzy system applied for
the supervision of mobile telecommunication network is
demonstrated in Section 4.

2. Foundations of fuzzy systems

Human reasoning and some other phenomena cannot
be accurately described by two-valued logic. The de-
sire for extending two-valued logic to multiple valued
ones came up long time ago. The basic concept was
that instead of using only the “true” and “false” logical
values, the use of other values between true and false
should also be allowed. There are many statements
that cannot be evaluated as true or false, only their
respective “degree of truth” can be determined. 

This idea led L. A. Zadeh to the creation of fuzzy
logic in 1965 [2]. Nowadays, in computers and in many
areas of life, the classical binary (Aristotlean or Boolean)
logic is used. However, if we want to create more intel-
ligent tools, better results can be
achieved if the behaviour of the
systems is described in a way
that is closer to human thinking.
Fuzzy logic is an extension of the
classical logic. A fuzzy logic vari-
able may assume any value be-
tween 0 and 1. Here, 0 means
that the statement is “totally
false”, while 1 means that it is “to-
tally true”. According to this defi-
nition, the value 0.5 corresponds
to “half true”, and value 0.9 to

“almost true”. The operations of classical logic can also
be extended to fuzzy logic. Based on this concept,
fuzzy sets can be defined, fuzzy rules and fuzzy infer-
ence systems can be created. The next sections give
a brief overview of the basic ideas (for more detailed
description refer to [1]).

2.1. Fuzzy sets
A fuzzy set A defined over a universe of discourse

X is characterised by the so-called membership func-
tion (which is the extension of the characteristic func-
tion of ordinary sets). The membership function µA as-
signs a real value from the closed unit interval to every
element of X describing the degrees for elements x to
which they are belonging to the fuzzy set A:

µA : X → [0,1]

µA unambiguously characterises the fuzzy set A if
the universe of discourse X is also known. In the prac-
tical applications the most commonly used shapes for
membership functions are triangular, trapezoidal, or
sometimes more general piecewise linear (like in the
very first real application by Mamdani [3]) and symmet-
rical or asymmetrical Gaussian. 

In Figure 1 examples for simple attenuation “values”
described by fuzzy sets can be seen. Three categories
are distinguished here, “moderate”, “medium” and “high”.
Obviously these fuzzy values are rather extended inter-
vals which comprise whole sets of concrete values which
are considered to be more or less equivalent from the
point of view of a certain application. Very likely, in an-
other application the number of sets and correspond-
ing labels and the extension of each set will be different.

In this example the shape of the membership func-
tions is trapezoidal. Two important basic definitions need
to be mentioned in connection with fuzzy sets, namely
the support and the core of a fuzzy set. The support of
fuzzy set A is the (ordinary) set of those elements of the
universe which have positive membership value in A: 

supp(A) = {x ∈ X | µA(x)>0}.

The core of A means those elements of the universe
whose membership value is equal to 1, i.e. which belong
to the fuzzy set in the ordinary sense or completely: 

core(A) = {x ∈ X | µA(x)=1}.
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The three main set operators union, intersection and
complementation of classical set theory can be extend-
ed to fuzzy sets in several (in fact infinite many) ways.
The most commonly used ones are the standard defini-
tions introduced originally by Zadeh [2], but the so-cal-
led algebraic operators have also some advantageous
properties. The standard complement of fuzzy set A on
a universe X is A

–
, where for each

{x ∈ X : µ
A–
(x) = 1–µA(x).

The standard intersection of fuzzy sets A and B is
given by

while the standard union is

The algebraic intersection can be calculated from

and the algebraic union is defined by

There is no separate definition for the algebraic com-
plementation, moreover, the standard complementation
satisfies De Morgan’s Laws together with the two al-
gebraic operations, just like it does the same with the
standard operations. Such triplets of fuzzy operations
are referred to as De Morgan triplets.

2.2. Fuzzy rules
Fuzzy knowledge bases form the essence of fuzzy

control and decision support. They are constructed from
a set of fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rules can be formulated by
fuzzy sets and linguistic labels using o*-ften natural hu-
man language. In a supervision system for telecommu-
nication networks, e.g. the following rule can be formu-
lated:

“If the decrease of the received signal level is mod-
erate and the elapsed time is short then the precipita-
tion is moderate rainfall.” 

If the membership functions for “moderate”, “short”,
and “moderate rainfall” are exactly defined over the uni-
versal sets “received signal levels”, “time between two
observations” and “amount of precipitation”, then fuzzy
rules are obtained. The general form of a fuzzy rule with
one input and one output dimension is as follows:

R : If x is A then y is B,
where x ∈ X is the input and y ∈ Y is the output vari-

able, X is the universe of discourse for the input and Y
is the universe of discourse for the output variable. A
and B are linguistic labels that are expressed by fuzzy
sets. Set A is the antecedent while B is the consequent
of rule R. The general form of a fuzzy rule with multiple
inputs and one output dimension can be written in the
following, so called Mamdani type orthogonally decom-
posed form [3]:

R : If x1 is A1 and ... and xn is An then y is B,
where x = (x1, ..., xn) is the input vector, xj ∈ Xj, X =

X1 × ... × Xn is the n-dimensional universe, 

A = (A1,..., An) is the antecedent vector, A ⊂∼ X, y ∈ Y
is the output variable, Y is the universe for the output
and B is the consequent set, B ⊂∼ Y. (Here ⊂∼ denotes
fuzzy subsethood.) A rule can be applied if every input
variable has a positive membership value in its corre-
sponding antecedent set. In case of multiple output
rules, the outputs are independent from each other, thus
this kind of rules can be decomposed to fuzzy rules with
one single output, reducing the computational demand
in this way. 

2.3. Fuzzy inference systems
The fuzzy sets based approach is suitable for

describing (very) complex systems which cannot be
modelled analytically. By fuzzy sets, operations and
rules, inference systems may be created which imitate
in some sense the ways of everyday human thinking.
Such systems are referred to in the literature as fuzzy
systems. The structure of a typical fuzzy system is illus-
trated in Figure 2.

The first (top left) module compares the actual ob-
servation with the antecedent parts of the fuzzy rules
in the rule base (located in the bottom block of the sys-
tem). Based on this comparison, the inference engine
(top middle unit) determines the resulting output fuzzy
set by some inference algorithm. There are some well-
known inference techniques, however, the Mamdani me-
thod is the most commonly used one in practical appli-
cations [3]. The inference engine may be viewed as a
special kind of genralised function generator as it maps
the set of all possible input fuzzy sets into the set of all
possible fuzzy outputs. The output is converted to a so-
called “crisp” value by the defuzzification module (top
right). The Mamdani inference algorithm is illustrated with
fuzzy membership functions in Figure 3.

At the beginning of the inference the degree of match-
ing between the observation and the rules is deter-
mined. Each component of the observation vector is
compared to the same component of the antecedent
of each rule. Let A* be the n-dimensional observation
vector. The degree of matching (firing) in the jth dimen-
sion in the ith rule can be computed as:

Applying fuzzy inference in the supervision system...
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where Aj,i is the membership function of the ith rule
in the jth dimension. If the observation is a crisp vector
then the above calculation is simpler: in case of state-
vector x*, the degree of matching in the jth dimension is:

After the degree of matching was calculated in each
dimension, the resultant for the whole antecedent is de-
termined. The degree of applicability of a rule is affect-
ed by the degree of matching of its each dimension.
Thus, the firing degree of the ith rule can be computed
by taking the minimum value of the degrees of match-
ing of the rule’s antecedents: 

wi shows that how important the role of rule Ri will
be in the calculation of the conclusion for observation
A*. 

After the degree of firing was determined for each
rule, each conclusion is separately calculated. This can
be made by cutting the consequent fuzzy set of the
rule at height wi:

The conclusion for the whole rule base can be com-
puted by taking the union of the previously calculated
sub-conclusions:

After the inference a B*(y) conclusion fuzzy set was
obtained. However, in most of the cases, the expected
conclusion is not a fuzzy set, but a crisp value. Hence, the
crisp value needs to be determined, which describes
the conclusion fuzzy set in the best way. This procedure
is called defuzzification. There are many different defuzzi-
fication methods described in the literature, in this parti-
cular application the Centre of Gravity (COG) method is

applied, which is one of the most commonly used de-
fuzzification techniques in practical applications. The COG
method provides a crisp result that can be calculated as
follows: 

In the next section a more advanced approach is
briefly sketched that is suitable for handling systems with
a very large number of components.

3. Hierarchical fuzzy systems

The idea of structuring very large system in a hierarchi-
cal way came up at the beginning of 1990s. Hierarchi-
cal fuzzy systems have been successfully applied for
some special problems, where the hierarchical structure
is more or less obvious, eminently the unmanned helicop-
ter control experiment by Sugeno [4]. 

The basic idea of using hierarchical fuzzy rule bases
is the following: If the multi-dimensional input space X =
X1 × X2 × ... × Xm can be decomposed, so that some of
its components, e.g. Z0 = X1 × X2 × ... × Xp determine a
subspace of X (p < m), where in Z0 a partition Π={D1, D2,
..., Dn} can be determined:

E.g. in the unmanned helicopter control application,
different variables are dominating the behaviour when
hovering, landing, or flying forward and each of these
manoeuvres means a different local subsystem.

In each element of Π, i.e. Di, a sub-rule base Ri can
be constructed with local validity. In the worst case, each
sub-rule base refers to exactly X/Z0 = Xp+1 × ... ×Xm.

The complexity of the
whole rule base O(Tm)
is not decreased, as the
size of R0 is O(Tp), and
each Ri, i > 0, is of order
O(Tm-p), O(Tp) × O(Tm-p)
= O(Tm).

A way to decrease
the complexity would
be finding in each Di a
proper subset of 

{Xp+1 × ... × Xm}, 
so that each Ri con-

tains only less than
m-p input variables. In
some concrete applica-
tions in each Di a pro-
per subset of

{Xp+1,...,Xm}
can be found so that

each Ri contains less
than m-p input vari-
ables. 
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The rule base has the following structure:

where zi ∈ Zi, Z0 × Zi being a proper subspace of X
for i = 1,..,n. The fuzzy rules in rule base R0 are termed
meta-rules since the consequences of the rules are
pointers to other sub-rule bases instead of fuzzy sets.

If the number of variables in each Zi is ki < m – p
and , then the resulting complexity will be
O(Tp+k)<O(Tm), so the structured rule base leads to a
reduction of the complexity.

The task of finding such a partition is often difficult,
if not impossible. (Sometimes such a partition does not
even exist). There are cases when, locally, some vari-
ables unambiguously dominate the behaviour of the
system, and consequently the omission of the other va-
riables allows an acceptably accurate approximation.
The bordering regions of the local domains might not
be however crisp or even worse, these domains overlap.
For example, there might be a region D1, where the pro-
per subspace Z1 dominates, and another region D2,
where another proper subspace Z2 is sufficient for the
description of the system, however, in the region be-
tween D1 and D2 all variables in [Z1 × Z2] play a signifi-
cant role ([.×.] denoting the space that contains all vari-
able that occur in either argument within the brackets). 

In this case, sparse fuzzy partitions can be used, so
that in each element of the partition a proper subset of
the remaining input state variables is identified as ex-
clusively dominant. Such a sparse fuzzy partition can be
described as follows: 

Π̂ = {D1,D2,...,Dn} and

in the proper sense (fuzzy partition).

Even is possible (sparse partition). 

If the fuzzy partition chosen is informative enough
concerning the behaviour of the system, it is possible
to interpolate its model among the elements of Π̂.

Each element Di will determine a sub-rule base Ri
referring to another subset of variables.

A part of the hierarchically fuzzy rule base in the
above mentioned helicopter control problem is:

R0: If distance (from obstacle) is small then hover
Hover: If (helicopter) body rolls right

then move lateral stick leftward
If (helicopter) body pitches forward then
move longitudinal stick backward

4. Application of 
the fuzzy system approach

As it has been already mentioned, in the frame of this
project [5] a fuzzy system was applied as the supervi-
sion module of a telecommunication network. In this
paper just one function is described. The system deter-
mines the type of precipitation in the geographical area
under supervision, based on the available transmitted
and received signal levels coming from the telecommu-
nication network. Based on these data, a human oper-
ator can get a clear idea of the network’s actual status,
and therefore the operator can make an optimal deci-
sion about the necessary action. The system makes the
decision based on two input parameters, the first one
being the decrease of the received signal level, the se-
cond one the elapsed time.

The application is able to receive data from base sta-
tions, and these data are stored in a database togeth-
er with the corresponding time stamps. It gets the data
from the stations cyclically, and it determines the change
of signal level and the corresponding time by the com-
parison of the new and old data, and it makes an in-
ference based on these informations. The possible re-
sults of the inference may be divided into two groups.
The first group contains coclusions which refer to events
of meteorological origin, while the other one is related
to some breakdown that might cause an alarm signal. 

The alarms will usually cause some activity trigger-
ed by a human operator while the conclusion that un-
ambiguously refers to transmission trouble caused by
weather conditions clearly excludes the necessity of
any maintanance type action rather than the mere com-
pensation of the decreased transmission level by push-
ing up the power on th etransmitter side. Any technical
problem will have a very different behavioural pattern.

The mathematical relationship between the change
of signal level and the amount of precipitation can be
calculated as follows: γ = kRα where γ is the decrease
of signal level, R is the amount of precipitation, k and
α are parameters, which depend primarily on the used
frequency. 

We would like to replace the inverse of this equation
by a fuzzy model, i.e. to determine the amount of pre-
cipitation from the decrease of signal level taking into
account the elapsed time, as well. The relationship be-
tween individual variables can be described better by
using fuzzy rule bases, because the fuzzy sets used in
the rules separate the possible values of the variables
not by a crisp border but in a smooth gradual way simi-
larly to everyday human thinking.

Applying fuzzy inference in the supervision system...
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4.1. Determination of the fuzzy sets
The fuzzy rule based system uses two input vari-

ables for each pair of stations, the decrease of the sig-
nal level, and the elapsed time. The decrease of the sig-
nal level is divided into six categories:

• very moderate attenuation: 0 – 0.05 dB/km
• moderate attenuation: 0.03 – 0.18 dB/km
• medium attenuation: 0.15 – 0.7 dB/km
• significant attenuation: 0.5 – 2.5 dB/km
• high attenuation: 1.8 – 5.5 dB/km
• very high attenuation: 3.3 – 18 dB/km
The fuzzy sets are determined by these intervals.

The intervals give the support of the fuzzy sets. The
fuzzy sets for the decrease of the signal level can be
seen in Figure 4. It can be observed in Figure 4 that the
supports of the fuzzy sets overlap each other, which

means that the borders between the different attenua-
tion groups are not crisp.

The elapsed time is divided into four categories: short,
medium, long, very long. The corresponding approxi-
mate intervals are:

• short: 0 – 1 hour
• medium: 0,5 – 4 hours
• long: 3 hours – 4 days
• very long: 3 days – 1 year

The fuzzy sets are constructed from the intervals in
a similar way as previously. The fuzzy sets for the el-
apsed time are illustrated in Figure 5. The supports over-
lap in this case, too.

The output of the fuzzy system contains the refer-
ence to different precipitation types/intensities. The pre-
cipitation can be categorised as follows:
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Figure 4.  Fuzzy sets for the decrease of the signal level (dB/km)

Figure 5.  Fuzzy sets for the elapsed time



• drizzle: 0 – 0,5 mm/hour
• moderate rainfall: 0,25 – 1,75 mm/hour
• medium rainfall: 1 – 7 mm/hour
• heavy rainfall: 4 – 28 mm/hour
• thunderstorm: 16 – 54 mm/hour
• intensive thunderstorm: 35 – 150 mm/hour
The fuzzy sets belonging to the precipitation catego-

ries can be seen in Figure 6.

4.2. The fuzzy rules of the system
The first input of the system was described by six

fuzzy sets, the second one by four, therefore the total
number of possible combinations is 24, which means
that 24 rules are needed to cover all possibilities. In the
conclusion part of the fuzzy rules may occur not only pre-
cipitation categories, but also various types of alarms.
These alarms denote reasons for service deterioration
which are of non-meteorological origin. 

The first input is characterised by six labels. The de-
crease of signal level is Ai, where i might be:

• very moderate attenuation:  1
• moderate attenuation:  2

• medium attenuation:  3
• significant attenuation:  4

• high attenuation:  5
• very high attenuation:  6

The elapsed time is characterised by labels Ti, where
i might assume: • short:  1

• medium:  2
• long:  3

• very long:  4

Using the above labels the following rules were con-
structed:

This rule base is used as a single unit of a more com-
plex hierarchically structured knowledge base where
the (approximate) isotropy of the attenuation observed
playes the decisive role concerning the original cause for
alarm.

It must also be mentioned that the values of atten-
uation are not identical with the directly observed ones
but are deduced values from interpolating and avarag-
ing the values calculated from the direct measurement
values according to th ephysical and geographical lo-
cations of the base stations in a particular neighbour-
hood.

4.3. The inference method
At first, the firing values of the rules are determined

based on the comparison of the given observation and
the antecedent parts of the rules. The rules can be di-
vided into two groups according to their outputs. If the
firing values for those rules are greater than for those
which contain an alarm indication in their respective
consequent, the conclusion of the fuzzy system will be
the same as the conclusion of the alarm type fuzzy rule
with the highest firing degree. In the opposite case,
when the firing values for those rules are greater than
for those, which have weather related information in
their respective consequent, a normal Mamdani infer-
ence is performed on all the involved precipitation type
rules. As the result, the most possible type of precipita-
tion will come out as dominating in the overall conse-
quent.

The conclusion given by the fuzzy system can be
displayed in a map. The colours of the cells refer to pre-
cipitations. 

Applying fuzzy inference in the supervision system...
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The assignment of colours and precipitation types
can be seen in Table 1. The different alarm categories
can also be represented by colour codes. The assign-
ment is shown in Table 2.

The operation of the system is illustrated in Figure 7
with a map, which was created by simulated precipita-
tion. The map of Hungary is covered by a grid, giving a
natural, hierarchical structure for the whole system in
this way. On such locations where more stations can be
found within one cell, an average behaviour is calcu-

lated and displayed, on the other hand, on such pla-
ces where there is no station within one cell, interpola-
tion is used to estimate the amount of precipitation. The
blue and purple colours show the estimated amount of
precipitations based on simulation data.

5. Summary

In this study the foundations of fuzzy systems were
introduced, hierarchical fuzzy systems were also dis-
cussed, and an application example was demonstrat-
ed. Fuzzy systems can be used well as a decision sup-
port tool in such applications, where the expert knowl-
edge can be easily represented in form of fuzzy rules.
In laboratory environment an application was demon-
strated, which can separate alarms of meteorological
origin from different kinds of hardware failures based
on a cyclically refreshed database in a central supervi-
sion system of a nationwide microwave telecommuni-
cation network, as well as it can identify the intensity
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Figure 7.  Rain cloud and simultaneous Warning in Budapest on the map of Hungary

Table 1.  Precipitation types and the assigned colours

Table 2.  Alarms and their colours



map of precipitation on the whole geographical area of
the telecommunication network. 

Our plan for the future is to extend the intelligent de-
cision support system to proper hierarchical fuzzy rule
based system, making the model more general and
more sensitive in this way. Currently a network provider
in Hungary indicated their possible interest in experi-
mentally integrating the intelligent decision support sub-
system into their real operating supervision system. 
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1. Introduction

Software fault tolerance (FT) techniques are designed
to allow a system to tolerate software faults that remain
in the system after its development. An important class
of software fault tolerance techniques utilizes indepen-
dently developed but functionally equivalent software
variants (often called versions). Independent design and
implementation of variants is aimed at reducing the pro-
bability that more variants contain the same error(s), since
the variants will act as redundant components masking
or replacing each other in case of an error is activated
on a given input. Recovery blocks (RB) [1] and N-ver-
sion programming (NVP) [2] are well-known software FT
schemes. They are used in critical applications ranging
from embedded control systems to availability- or secu-
rity-critical server applications in carrier grade products.

• The RB scheme implements a passive redundancy
approach. It contains at least two variants of the same
functionality, an acceptance test and an executive. Re-
ceiving a request, the executive establishes a check-
point by saving the state of the application, then exe-
cutes the primary variant and invokes the acceptance
test on the result of the variant. If the result is accept-
able then this will form the output of the FT scheme. In
case of a failure reported by the acceptance check, re-
covery (restoration of state) is performed, and the next
variant is invoked. Variants are called in this way until a
valid result is found. If no variant can provide acceptable
result then a failure is reported.

• The NVP scheme implements an active redundan-
cy approach. It contains at least three variants for the
same functionality, a voter and an executive. The exec-
utive invokes all the variants in a parallel way forwarding
to them the input data, then collects the output results
and forwards them to the voter. If a majority result exists
then it will be the result of the NVP scheme, otherwise
a failure is reported. Accordingly, the majority of fault-
free variants mask the output of an erroneous one.

There are several extra requirements towards the
software that is to be used as a variant in an FT scheme.
The communication with the environment, the use of
global variables, the implementation of error handling etc.
are restricted since all input and output shall be strictly
controlled by the executive as presented above. Ac-
cordingly, variants shall be implemented by taking spe-
cific rules into account.

If a service implemented by an existing software
(called in the following as legacy software) is to be trans-
formed to a fault tolerant one then a natural idea is to
use the existing software implementation (or parts of it)
as a variant in the FT scheme. (Besides this, another va-
riant(s) have to be implemented as well.) Unfortunately,
legacy software typically does not satisfy the require-
ments mentioned above, thus re-design or modification
become necessary. These modifications usually mix up
the concerns of the original functionality (business logic)
and fault tolerance, as source code snippets for error
detection, fault handling and redundancy management
have to be modified or inserted into the original code.

When transforming an existing service to a fault tol-
erant one, we face the following challenges:

• Establishing rules to form a variant and modifying
the legacy software to satisfy these rules. To do this, a
technique was needed that allows performing these
modifications in such a way that is easy to review, verify
and change if necessary. Direct modification of the
source code was not feasible from this point of view, as
clear separation of the original business logic and the
FT extensions was needed.

• Elaborating the core logic of the FT scheme in such
a way that is easy to re-use if another service is to be
transformed to a fault tolerant one.

There are several approaches that aim at separating
functional and non-functional (e.g. fault tolerance) as-
pects. Library calls to pre-defined mechanisms [3], ref-
lection [4], and meta-object protocols [5] are mature and
well-tried techniques that address the separation of func-
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tional and dependability requirements. We opted for the
emerging paradigm of aspect-oriented programming [6])
due to the following reasons:

• AOP provides a clear separation of non-functional
activities (like redundancy management) by supporting
the modularized implementation of the crosscutting con-
cerns. In case of library calls, for example, the non-func-
tional activities can be collected in a library, however, the
calls to library functions are scattered in the original code.

• AOP has better support (considering programming
languages, development and debugging environments)
than reflection and meta-object protocols in our appli-
cation environment.

• Moreover, the previous techniques do not allow fine
grade parameterization of the modifications, e.g. by sup-
porting name-based, property-based, location- or caller-
specific modifications.

There are several approaches to AOP like the Multi-
dimensional Separation of Concerns [7] supported by
Hyper/J or the use of Composition Filters [8]. We follow
the concepts and terminology of AspectJ [9] since in our
case there is no need to handle multiple decomposi-
tions and the composability of aspects; only a modular-
ized specification of the scattered behavior is needed.

The facilities of AspectJ AOP can be summarized as
follows (the interested reader is referred to an introduc-
tion published in this journal [10]). The solution for fault
tolerance as a crosscutting concern is provided by code
snippets (advices in AOP terminology) that affect the
behavior of the original software during execution. 

These advices are applied at specific locations of
the source code (called join points) as designated by
AOP language expressions called pointcuts. Pointcuts
can refer to call or execution of given methods, set or
get of attributes etc. A before advice (after advice)
may be executed before (after, respectively) a specified
execution point (e.g. method call). An around advice
may replace the original code at the join point. (Note
that the original code can be executed by using a pro-
ceed statement in the around advice.) In this way, both
the extension of the behavior and the replacement or
masking of the original behavior is possible. Aspects mo-
dularize the pointcuts and advices, and can add mem-
bers to existing classes/interfaces, as well.

For example, in Figure 1 the call of the original ser-
vice1() method (on the left) is designated by the call-
Service1 pointcut (on the right of the Figure). This point-
cut is used in an around type of advice that replaces in
run time the service1() method call with a different piece
of code including a call to otherService(). The pointcut
and the advice are modularized in an aspect called
MaskService.

AspectJ as aspect language enables the entire fea-
ture set of the Java language and its libraries, while it
adds the new language constructs. Its compiler (wea-
ver) merges the aspects with the original code and gen-
erates ordinary Java class files. We examined the im-
plementation of RB and NVP schemes on the basis of
legacy software by using AspectJ AOP. After summariz-
ing the general rules to form an FT variant (Section 2)
our paper discusses the following:

• Advantages and limitations of AOP to modify lega-
cy software to form a variant for an FT scheme (Section
3). AOP is used to insert additional functionality that is
needed, and to replace existing behavior (code snip-
pets) that are not allowed in order to satisfy the rules
concerning the setup of FT variants. By using AspectJ
AOP, the majority of the necessary modifications can be
performed. However, it turned out that not all modifica-
tions can be implemented by applying the existing lan-
guage constructs of AspectJ. In these specific cases the
direct modification cannot be avoided.

• Implementation of the core control logic of the FT
scheme in a re-usable form by using AOP (Section 4).
Here the language constructs of the AOP are used to
integrate the control logic (as a separate aspect) with
the business logic of the application.

These results and experiences were gathered in a
project in which a real-life application software, an HTTP
service was transformed to an FT one. The details of this
application are presented in Section 5.

2. Rules to be satisfied by a variant

The executive of the FT scheme shall effectively man-
age both the calling of the variant and the change of
the global state outside of the variant. To be able to do
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so, the functionality provided by a variant shall be avail-
able through an external interface in the form of a set of
distinct methods. The service of the variant shall be pro-
vided by the return values of these methods. Moreover,
the following side effects are not allowed:

– changing the global state of the application by
modifying global (shared) variables,

– sending or receiving messages,
– using volatile or non-deterministic values,
– performing individual error handling 

(besides returning error codes or throwing exceptions).
The following section presents how these rules can

be satisfied by applying AspectJ aspects to the legacy
Java code. Naturally, the identification of the locations
where these rules might be violated requires the avail-
ability of the program source code (the utilization of byte-
code modifications is left for future work).

Two restrictions can be derived even before a de-
tailed analysis:

– If the service to be made FT is not available by a set
of methods but spreads across the software then
the direct code modification cannot be avoided.

– AspectJ pointcuts are based on attribute opera-
tions and methods, and finer level join points can-
not be specified. Accordingly, no modification is
possible at the level of instructions and control-
flow operations. If a rule is violated at this level
then the AOP based modification is not possible.

3. Forming a variant from 
the legacy code

The violations of the rules presented in Section 2 can
be handled by AOP in the following cases:

Changing the global state. There are two alterna-
tives to avoid the potentially inconsistent change of glo-
bal variables by the variants:

• Emulation of a separate environment for each vari-
ant, which contains a copy of the global variables that
the variants would modify. Each modification of the origi-

nal variables made in the variants must be redirected to
the emulated variables by AOP advices. Set and get
pointcuts referring to the original variables should be
defined where a variant attempts to access the original
variables. Call pointcuts should be used to pick out
those points of the variant from where the original vari-
ables are accessed via internal setter or getter meth-
ods. Additionally, an around advice should be attached
to these pointcuts to redirect the write and read opera-
tions to the emulated variable set. At the end of the suc-
cessful execution, the emulated global variables of a va-
riant that provided proper result must be copied to the
original global variables.

• Splitting up the variants into functionally equivalent
blocks that do not modify global variables, and perform-
ing a local adjudication process among the blocks be-
fore executing the modifications (Figure 2). However, this
splitting is not always possible, e.g. if the variants ac-
cess the global variables in different order.

Sending and receiving messages. The legacy soft-
ware may establish a connection to receive or send
messages. These messages get out of control of the FT
executive (e.g. by changing the state of the receiver).

The proposed solution is using aspects to redirect
message readings and writings from/to the communica-
tion channel to buffers. Incoming messages have to be
stored in these buffers by the executive and variants
can receive messages from the buffer. The outgoing
messages are written to the buffer and they are for-
warded to the original target by the executive after the
successful execution of the variants.

A possible realization with AspectJ is the definition of
call pointcuts to pick out the method where the variant
attempts to retrieve the input and output streams of the
communication channel. Around advices are attached
to these pointcuts to create the buffers in the advice
and attach piped input and output streams to them,
respectively. A thread is created to store the messages
from the communication channel to the input buffer, and
another thread is used to replay the contents of the
buffer to the variant. The advices return with these piped
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streams. (Threads are necessary because piped input
and output streams attached to each other must be
handled in separate threads in order to avoid deadlock.)

If the original software expects an answer to a mes-
sage, then the variants must be split into blocks (if pos-
sible) in which no message is sent/received. The exec-
utive applies local acceptance tests (in the case of RB)
or voting (in the case of NVP, Figure 2) and then sends
the messages and waits for the answer to be processed
in the next block.

Error handling including exceptions. The legacy
software may contain error handling code. This error
handler shall be masked only if it prevents the proper
execution of the FT scheme. E.g. an error handler that
aborts the execution of the variant by returning null value
or throwing an exception to indicate an error should not
be modified. Instead, the executive can examine the re-
turn value or catch the exception to recognize that the
variant failed. However, if the error handler takes actions
that have effects outside of the variant (e.g. it sends
messages or terminates the program execution), then
the error handler must be masked by an advice as fol-
lows:

• If the error handler is located in a distinct method,
then this method can be suppressed by picking it out
using an execution pointcut to which an empty around
advice is attached.

• If the error handler in the legacy code is realized as
an exception handler, then a possible solution is attach-
ing an around advice on each call that can throw an
exception caught by this exception handler, and sur-
rounding the proceed call in this advice by a try-catch
block. Thus the exception does not reach the original
exception handler.

4. Implementing the FT scheme

Conceptually, the FT executive and the wrapper code
snippets that are applied to form a variant from the lega-
cy code are implemented in aspects.

The executive of the FT scheme will represent the
services of the legacy software (now forming one of the
variants) towards the clients, i.e., the calls to the original
legacy methods shall be redirected to the FT executive.
To do this, these method executions are picked out by
execution pointcuts that reveal their parameters. An
around advice is attached to these pointcuts to mask
the direct invocation of the original method and execute
the control logic of the FT scheme instead. The original
method is invoked from this advice by the proceed
statement of AspectJ and the parameters are passed to
it. If necessary, other variants and the adjudicator (voter
or acceptance test) are called as well. The setup is pre-
sented in Figure 3.

In the following some specific problems of the imple-
mentation are summarized:

Timeout checking. If timeout checking of the call to
the original method is implemented in the client then the
executive shall translate this timeout value to timeout
values for the individual variants that are executed and
it shall check their timeliness.

Termination support. The variants shall implement a
cooperative mechanism to allow stopping them in case
of timeout, since Java does not support forced thread
stopping (Thread.stop() became deprecated).

Reporting the failure of the FT scheme. If the failure
of the variant(s) cannot be tolerated by the FT scheme
then the executive has to report the failure to the caller
according to the caller’s expectation (e.g. by providing
an error code or throwing an exception).

Checkpointing and recovery. In the case of the RB
and the serially executed NVP schemes the legacy code
must be analyzed to find out whether it modifies the state
of its environment during execution. The state prior to
modification must be saved and later restored.

Design of adjudicators. The acceptance test of the
RB or the voter of the NVP shall not contain fault hand-
ling code (for example, exception throwing) since fault
handling must be provided solely by the executive of the
FT scheme. Existing fault handling code in a legacy ad-
judicator shall be masked by an AOP advice.
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Re-use of the aspect-based modularization of the FT
scheme is possible as follows:

• The core control logic implemented by the advice
belonging to the executive is directly reusable.

• The application specific parts of the executive are
formed by those functions which communicate
with the client, call the original variant, handle
checkpointing and recovery, and call the adjudicator.
These parts must be adapted.

• Adjudicators are typically application-specific thus
they cannot be re-used in original form.

The AOP based implementation of the FT scheme
does not introduce significant extra cost besides the
known costs of the FT solution (i.e., costs of developing
additional variants and adjudicator, cost of increased
execution time). Moreover, the same dependability bottle-
necks are present as in the case of the traditional imple-
mentation: faults in the executive and the adjudicator
shall be tolerated separately.

5. Implementation experiences

The concepts described in the previous sections were
applied in the case of Sun Microsystems’ Open Service
Gateway Initiative (OSGi) [11] implementation, called Ja-
va Embedded Server (JES) that provides a framework
for multiple applications (called bundles). 

One of the applications is the HTTP Service. It can be
used in web based servers as well as in mobile phones
to provide extra services for configuration or download.
The HTTP Service provides a registration service for other
bundles in the framework to enable them to register their
own resources and/or Java servlets. The HTTP Service
acts as an HTTP server which analyzes the incoming re-
quest and maps it to a registered resource or servlet

and delivers the resource or the result of the servlet to
the client.

Our task was to make this OSGi HTTP Service fault
tolerant by applying the RB scheme. The original HTTP
Service implementation (referred to as jesHTTP, see Fi-
gure 3) is considered as one variant, and another imple-
mentation (referred to as nHTTP) is developed as the
second variant. 

The fault tolerant HTTP service implementation (re-
ferred to as ftHTTP) forms a single bundle. After starting
the service, it is ready to accept servlet and resource re-
gistrations and unregistrations, and client connections.
As it uses jesHTTP as a variant, there are several func-
tions that the ftHTTP must implement, and some others
that have to be masked in jesHTTP. The latter are not
parts of the HTTP service itself, but are responsible for
starting up and shutting down the bundle. Moreover,
servlet initialization and destruction were implemented
in the FT executive and were masked in the jesHTTP
variant. They belong to the servlet’s life cycle and must
be performed exactly once. Note that failures occurring
in the servlets as external units are out of the scope of
the RB scheme.

During the modification of jesHTTP, the problems of
changing the global state, and sending and receiving
messages had to be handled.

Changing the global state. The global state of the
HTTP server is represented by the registration database,
the session data and the servlet context. In our imple-
mentation the registration database and the session
data are in the scope of the variants, and their consis-
tency is to be ensured by the executive. 

In this way the complex operations of handling the
registration database and the session data are perform-
ed under control of the RB scheme.
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Registration database: Each variant has to maintain
its own registration database. Consistency is ensured
by forwarding each registration related request to each
variant (Figure 4). If a fault occurs in a variant, e.g. it re-
moves the wrong entry upon an unregistration request,
it will not be able to serve the requests regarding the re-
moved entry, instead, it will report an error. However, the
other variant may be able to serve the request. In the
case of a common registration database this kind of fault
tolerance could not be achieved. The drawback of this
solution is that the registration of a servlet or a resource
becomes slower since multiple registrations are perform-
ed. However, this is a rare event under normal operat-
ing conditions.

Session data: Sessions are used to store client-re-
lated data between requests. They are manipulated by
servlets (session data can be used for communication
between servlets). Session data must be available to the
servlets independently from the currently running HTTP
server variant. Before the execution of the first variant,
the session data is saved in a checkpoint. If the first va-
riant succeeds, the checkpoint is discarded. If the vari-
ant fails, the savedsession data is reloaded into the next
variant. This is the recovery step of the RB scheme. Af-
ter the successful execution of this variant, its session
data is used in the following. In fact, the session data is
considered as global data that is passed to the variants
upon execution (as in the case of the emulated environ-
ment).

Servlet context: It is part of the servlet configuration
maintained by the HTTP server. If a servlet sets an attri-
bute of the servlet context, it must be possible to re-
trieve this attribute later, even if the servlet is executed
by another variant. The execution of the servlet is atom-
ic from the viewpoint of the HTTP service. The imple-
mentation of the context management (setting and get-
ting variables) is rather straightforward, therefore it was
not put under control of the RB scheme. Although the

servlet context belongs to global data, it is not involved
in the checkpointing, because it is not the variant but
the servlet that manipulates the context data.

The ftHTTP initializes the servlet with its own servlet
configuration implementation that can store references
to other servlet configurations. An advice is used to sup-
press the servlet initialization in the jesHTTP variant, and
store a reference to the jesHTTP servlet configuration in
the ftHTTP implementation.

If a variant retrieves the servlet configuration, an ad-
vice captures this request and it returns the object that
was stored in the ftHTTP servlet configuration for the
corresponding variant.

Access to the attribute handling methods of the serv-
let context contained by the servlet configuration of the
variant is redirected to the common implementation. This
way, if a variant adds extra functionality to the servlet
configuration or the servlet context, it can continue to
use the extra functionality; while attributes that are part
of the servlet context specification remain common be-
tween all variants. However, if a variant adds extra func-
tionality to the servlet configuration or the servlet con-
text, it must be analyzed whether it interferes with the
services defined by the interface. If it is so, then this in-
terference must be managed.

Sending and receiving messages. The process of
the original servlet registration is modified by an advice
to suppress creating and starting a listener that would
accept connections on a server socket. In the FT imple-
mentation, connections are accepted in the ftHTTP exe-
cutive. The first step of serving a request is storing the
request in a buffer, so that it can be replayed to the vari-
ants.

The implementation applies advices that replace the
input and output streams in the jesHTTP variant (when
they are retrieved from the socket) with piped input and
output streams. The piped input stream reads from the
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request buffer, the piped output stream writes to the re-
sponse buffer, thus the variant does not use the streams
of the socket directly. To compose the response, the va-
riant invokes the servlet or retrieves the resource. The
response of a successfully executed variant will be com-
mitted to the socket.

Implementation of the acceptance test. The ac-
ceptance test of the RB scheme examines the value of
the response code returned by the HTTP server variant.
If the response is “OK” then the variant can commit its
result to the socket, thus the browser will receive the
response to its request. Otherwise, the executive invo-
kes the next variant that will compose its own response.
Since the second variant is the last one, the HTML page
generated on the basis of the response of the second
variant will be forwarded to the client independently
whether it is an error page or a proper web page.

Summary of changes. The original source code was
changed at 19 points, where the visibility of classes and
fields had to be made public for referencing them from
aspects. These changes could not be made from as-
pects.

All other necessary changes, namely 5 structural and
15 behavioral modifications, were carried out by aspects.
Typically, the aim of these modifications was either to
prevent the execution of an action (e.g. initialization or
destruction of a servlet in the jesHTTP variant), or to mo-
dify the data source for an action (e.g. redirecting sock-
et read and write operations to an extra buffer).

The following peculiarities of AOP (that are not fully
supported in the other reflective approaches) were uti-
lized:

• Advices can introduce new attributes in legacy
classes. E.g. a reference to the common servlet
context was added in jesHTTP.

• The execution of an advice may depend on 
the caller method. E.g. initialization of a new
ServerSocket was masked only from the legacy
software. Note that reflective extensions are 
typically applied from the viewpoint of the called
method.

• It is possible to designate the call of a method
in an AOP pointcut. In this way those methods
could also be masked that are not available in
source code form (e.g. System.exit). 
In the case of the ServerSocket initialization, 
this call pointcut was parameterized with 
the name of the caller method.

6. Conclusions

The advantages of the AOP approach manifest directly
if legacy systems or parts of legacy systems have to be
made fault tolerant. In this case the necessary changes
can be made and the selected FT scheme can be app-
lied in a modularized form by aspects. They can be han-

dled separately and implemented without drastically mo-
difying the original source code.

In our paper we identified the conditions of applying
AOP, discussed the problems that arise during the im-
plementation, and proposed solutions. These results may
be used to direct the attention of engineers to those
points of the legacy code that has to be modified by AOP
advices. In our future work we will investigate the inser-
tion of aspects at Java byte-code level to implement the
FT executive in case of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
variants.
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